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Title:

Adolescent Chemical Substance Use arrl Abuse: Environmental and
Personal Determinants and a Proposed Model for Group Intervention.

APPIDVED BY MEMBERS CF THE 'IHESIS CDMMI'I''"I'EE:

The purpose of the 1i terature review is to identify consistent patterns regarding crlolescent use arrl abuse of chemical substances, especially alcohol arrl marijuana.

Acute physical, c03nitive and social

effects of alcohol and marijuana use are outlined, arrl environrrental
arrl personal determinants of drug use and abuse are examined.
of prevention and intervention are discussed and,
fin::1i03s, a model group
setting is proposed.
found to

re

counseli~

Meth::>ds

from the research

pr03ram designed for the school

Adolescent use of both marijuana and alcohol is

rrodal by a:Je 16-17.

The physical, c03nitive arrl social

effects are pervasive and es_pecially damaging to chronic users.

Youth

2

are extremely vulnerable to suffering ooversi ty from their drug use patterns.
Environmental elements which appear to predict crlolescent chemical
substance use and abuse include: a) presence of role nndels who use/
abuse drugs; b) lack of close family affinity; c) greater peer relative
to parent saliency; and, d) association with drug using peers.
TlX>se

~rsonal

factors \tklich are likely to pre3ict crlolescent

chemical substance use and abuse include holding a positive attitude
toward drug use arrl

ex~cting

a favorable outcane fran use of a drug,

usually an increase in pleasure or a decrease in discomfort.

High neea

for internal sensation stimulation, high impulsiveness, risk taki03 an:l
rebelliousness, high value on independence relative to low value on
achievement, an::1 low self-esteem are all cla;ely correlated to crlolescent chemical substance use and abuse.

Coping skills, interpersonal

relationship skills, arrl gerrler role s:>cialization also influence the
adolescent's decision to use or abuse drugs.
Drug education pr03rans anployi03 scare tactics an1 misinfonnation
create reactivism in adolescents.

Prevention and intervention based on

classrcx:rn information dist:ensirJ3 also are of questionable efficiacy.
'Iherefore it is suggested that drug intervention programs integrate
decision makirg, copirg skills arrl values with accurate infonnation to
help adolescents make positive personal

choices.

'!he rrodel

group

pr03ram of 10 ninety minute sesions is designed to assist crlolescents,
who nre making decisions regarding their own use or abuse of chemical
substances; a) identify elements active in their current internal arrl
external environment which precipitates drug use, b) learn and practice
new copirg metrods, arrl c) examine drug use arrl abuse relative to their

3

current and future values am lifestyle preferences.
The mcx:lel group

pr~ram

is suggestErl as part of an orgoing

comnitment by the school guidance department as part of an overall plan
which the school district could develop. Involvirg other resources of
the corrrouni ty

in drug

use

rehabilitation is recannerrled.

arrl

abuse prevention,

intervention and
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rnAPrER I
INTIDDUCTI0'1

BACKGOOUND

Over the past twenty years young people increasingly have been
turnin;r to cnernical substances for recreational purp::>ses arrl as a means
of coping with personal and environmental pressures.
arrl abuse of chemical substances,

es~cially

the late 1960's and early 1970's.

Frequency of use

marijuana spiralled durirg

This trend appears to have peaked

around 1978 arrl there is evidence of slight moderation since that time
(Johnston, Bachman,

&

O'Malley, 1979a; Peterson, 1980).

ReC03nizirg that adolescents were exp.=rimentirg with chemical
substances at younger ages, and using drugs wore frequently, professionals fran many disciplines proµ:>sed arrl initiated a variety of prevention, intervention, and treatment procedures, with varying degrees of
success (Aubrey, 1973; Horan, 1974).

Attention also centered on deter-

mining acute effects of chemical substances (Abel, 1971; Miller, Drew
&

Kiplirger, 1972) , arrl rrotivations underlyirg adolescent consumption

patterns (Jessor, Cbllins & Jessor, 1972; Kandel, Kessler & Margulies,
1978; Scrlava & Forsyth, 1976).
PUP.IDSE

'!his author's awareness of continued high rates of adolescent
initiation to licit arrl illicit drug use, arrl the prevalence of daily

2

chemical substance use, especially in the sch(X)l setting, rrotivated her
to do this study.

The purpose of the thesis is to find. consistent

patterns in the research literature regarding:

s~cifically

use an:1 abuse of chemical substances,
the acute physical, psychological,

The extent of adolescent

and

alcdi.ol and rrarijuana;

social effects of substance

use/abuse; environmental detenninants of use/abuse; behavioral - personal
detenninants of use/abuse; and,
intervention.

effective rrethods of prevention and

Based on the researdl fimin:js a model group comselir:g

intervention program,

designed for the sch(X)l setting,

is proposed.

It is .irnf:erative that mental heal th professionals an:1 educators be
aw-dre of their own chemical substance use patterns, arrl of their personal
biases or attitudes toward use by self

am

others.

Lack of well definai

standards may result in ambivalence, insincerity, or avoidance of the
subject area.

The JX)tential for augrrenti03 problem 'behavior is extranely

high When counseling chemical substances users.
LIMITATICNS
In keeping with the current behavioral trend,

the literature being

exarninerl is lirniterl to relatively recent research, coverirg the pa.st
ten to twenty years.

Because of use trend patterns, the focus of analy-

sis arrl research included is lirnite:l to adolescent use of chemical substances, especially rrarijuana and alcohol.
nunber of studies usirg only high school

However, due to the limited

am

younger age groups, some

research Which uses college student samples is included.

The errphasis

of the analysis is on examination of detenninants of chanical stibstance
use and abuse, and prevention and intervention possibilities.

Although

3
rehabilitation rrethods are mentioned, they are not explored in depth.
Research chosen for reference within this study has been selected on
the basis of errpirical validity and rrethodological soundness.
DEFINITION CF TER-'IS
ABUSE:

Is the misuse of any chemical substance in a manner Which is
manifest in substance-relate:l physical, psychol03ical, or social
problems or disabilities (National Institute of Alcohol Abuse arrl
Alccholism, 1974).

AI.COHOLIC:

One who is chemically dependent on alcdlol (NIAAA, 1974).

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY:

Usually this is defined as ccrcpulsive or uncontrol-

led consunption of the substance.

Addiction to the drug is present,

as is impairrrent of mental, physical, and/or social health (NIAAA,
1978).
CHEMICAL SUBSr.JANCES/DRUGS:

Included are: alcd1ol (beer, wine, arrl hard

liquor beverages), narcotics (marijuana, also spelled rrarihuana,
hashish, cocaine) , ba.rbi turates, amphetamines, psycherlelics, and
opiates.
CURRENT USE:

Is definErl as havirl3 used within the past month (Peterson,

1980).
DAILY USE:

Is definoo as usirl3 the substance 20 or rrore times in the

past 30 days (Jolmston, 1979a}.
EVER USED:

Is definerl as havirl3 ever trierl a given chemical substance

(Peterson, 1980).
HFAW USER:

One Who habitually uses substances beyorrl social nonns, in

a manner Which may sorretirres lead to intoxication, but in

circ~

stances that are tolerant to an::1 appropriate for heavy use.

No

4

substance-related problems are evident (W:>rden & Rosellini, 1981).
PHYSICAL IEPENIENCE/ADDICTIOO:

This usually refers

to

specific physio-

logical disturbances that occur when chemical substance is
wi tl'rlrawn, aoo are alleviated when the substance intake resurres
(NIAAA,

1978) •

PROBIEM USER: One who uses the substance to an extent or in such a manner that a substance-related disability becomes manifest (NIAAA,
1974).
SOCIAL lEER:

One who uses a substance within a rocial

setti~.

rarely does this use lead to misuse or intoxication.

No

Very

substance-

related problems are evident (NIAAA, 1974).
TOLERAN:E:

Refers to the reduced effectiveness of a chemical substance

after repeated intake.

The body requires increased arrounts of a

substance to reach a previous level of intoxication (NIAAA, 1978).

rnAPI'ER II

EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM AND AcurE EFFECI1S
Past stereotypes of drug users as skid row bums, ghetto blacks,
freaks and hippies are no longer realistic nor functional.

Although

marijw.na use is significantly correlatErl with age (Peterson, 1980), in
an examination of current use statistics Kandel (1980) reveals that
"use of marir{uana, totacco, alccholic reverages, am pills is consistently rrore prevalent anong Whites than anong blacks ••• 11 and furtherrrore, " ••. rates

of drug use

(especially marihuana am alcchol use)

anong young people do not vary according to socioeconanic status (SES) ••• "
(p. 246).

Currently one in seven to ten crlolescents use alcchol or

marijuana on a daily basis.
E'XI'ENT CF

ALCOHOL

um

By the senior year of high school nearly all adolescents have

trierl alcxhol.

Johnston

(1977)

surveyed

a

sample

of

adolescents

concerning alcohol use and reported that ninety-three percent had used
alcchol at least once, 71% of the resp:m:lents were current users, arrl
6.1% were dialy users.

M::>d.al grade of first use was ninth grade.

each succeooirg grade in school, the prqx:>rtion of drinkers
drinkers increase.

am

With

problem

Males show the largest increase between 7th and

8th grcrles, \\hile for females this occurs between 8th am 9th grade
(NI.MA, 1978).

Of the 7th grade class, 5% of the boys and 4.4% of the

6

girls were problem drinkers.

By 12th grade, alnost 40% of the boys and

21% of the girls \Vere of the problem drinker category (NIAAA, 1978).

A

large difference in frequency of alcohol use between male and females
is reporte:l in Johnston's (1977) survey in which 29.4% of the males
reported use of alcohol forty or nore times in the last year, While
only 14.1% of the females reportErl this frequency.
M:>re than at any other p::>int in the lifespan, the adolescent and
young adult is susceptible to experiencing

11

•••

negative consequences

associated with the acute effects of alcohol. •• 11 (NIAAA, 1978, p. 17).
Farly drinking patterns often are prErlictive of drinking habits Which
develop later in life.

EXTENT OF

~JUANA

USE

National Institute of Drug Abuse reports indicate that in 1979,
8% of the 12-13 year olds surveyed had trie:l rrarijra.na.

Of the 14-15

age bracket, 32% had used the drug, and of the 16-17 age group, 51% had
trie:l rrarijuana (Table I).

CcrnparErl with statistics gathera:l fran a

similar study in 1972, the percentage of 12-17 year old adolescents who
ha:l ever used rrarijl..E.na hcd doubled by 1979, fran 14% to 31% (Table III).
Concurrently, the percentage of all youth who had used marijuana prior
to 10th grade increased fran 16.9% in 1975, to 30.4% in 1979 (Table II).

Of those who rep::>rted ever using rrarijuana in 1979, about half
irrlicate1 current use.

TakiIB the 12-17 year old group as a whole,

16. 7% currently use marijuana,

a

substantial increase over the

7%

reporterl for this same cat83ory in 1972.

Daily use rates in 1979 stood at 10.3%, up fran 6% reported in

7

TABLE I
PERCENT OF AroIESCENTS AND IDL1'13 ADULTS REroRTIN3
HAVING EVER USED MARIJUANA: 1979
EVER USED 1979
AGE GROUP
12-13 ____________________________________8%
14-15 ___________________________________32%
16-17 ___ ______________________________ 51%
________________________________68%
~

18-25_~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

----~----~~---------T(-Pe_t_e_r_so_n_,~1-98~0-,--p-.~3'-="8)

TABLE II
PERCFNr OF AOOIESCENI'S REroRTim EVER USING .MARIJUANA

PRIOR TO 10th GRADE

Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

Used Prior to 10th Gradel
I
1975________________________16.9%
I
1976 ________________________22.3%
I
1977 ________________________ 28.2%
I
1978 ________________________ 25.2%
I
1979________________________ 30.4%

I

~~--~------~--~----------~--~----'
(Peterson, 1980, p. 4)
TABLE III
FRmlillt\CY CF M\RIJUANA USE
A9e Group

Ever Used
1972 I 1979

I

12-17

14% I

31%

18-25

48% I

68%

I
I

I Daily Use I
I 1975 I 1979 I
I
I
I
16. 7% I
6% I 10.3% I
I
I
I
35% I
N/A I
N/A I
I
I
I

Current Use
1972 I 1979

I
I
I
25% I
I
7%

(Peterson, 1980, pp. 4 & 38)

8

1975 (Table III).

The 1981 high schcol senior survey conducted by Lloyd
rroderation to

Jdhnston irrlicates

a

7% in daily marijuana use

(The

Coltmibian, 1982) •

Unfortunately, these surveys do not ascertain how'

much marijuana is consurra:l at any one time (Y..amel, 1980).

wb.ile the overall use of alcohol exceeds that of marijuana, daily
use of marijuana in 1979 excee:ied that of alcchol.

Of adolescents

surveyed, over 10% used marijuana daily as canpared to 7% Who used
alcdiol on a daily basis

(Johnston,

Backman, arrl

O'Malley,

1979a).

EXTENI1 OF MULTIPLE DRUG USE

Fran the 1930's to 1950's the FOO.era! Bureau of Narcotics directe:i
a spurious propaganda campaign against marijuana use by declaring that
snokirg marijuana would lead to the use of other dargerous drugs.
Known as the stepping stone hypothesis,

marijwna ultimately
Murphy, Beneke,
recent research

&

~uld

proponents argued that using

lead to heroin use arrl addiction (Eistemold,

Scott, 1979: Grinsp:x>n,

confirms that pecple

&

\\ho

Bakalar, 1978).
use

Although

other illicit drugs

generally have used marijuana as well, the evidence does not support a
causative

prcgression

fran marijuana to

Berberian, Kasl, Tharpson, & Kleber, 1977).

other drug usage

(Gould,

The research of Single,

Kamel, & Faust {1974) irrlicates there is a strorg association between
marijuana use and the use of other illicit drugs.
r63ular use of marijuana was found to
drug usage.
11
•••

However,

re

M:>re frequent and

highly correlatoo to multiple

Single and associates stress that their data

do not sh:>w that the use of marihuana leads to the use of other

drugs ••. But the use of other drugs rarely takes place in the absense of

9

experimentation with marihuana" (p. 350).
Social acceptance of alcd1ol

ap~ars

to corrlone crlolescent use

of beer, wine, arrl liquor as rrore preferable than illicit drug usage.
Although the use of alcohol by adolescents far exceeds that of marijuana,
90 to 94 percent of illicit drug users have also used alcoholic beverages.

Thus, if there is a progression in drug

us~e,

the first drug

appears to be alcohol (Single et al, 1974).
While serial evolution of multiple drug use cannot be attributed
to the drugs directly, there appear to be important behavioral patterns
in the multiple drug usiJ:B population.

Fran a canprehensive study of

over 1 , 000 high schex:>l students Gould and associates ( 1977) outlined
the followirg sequence ariJ pattern of multiple drug consumirg behavior:
••• first comes alcohol, next marijuana, and then hashish.
trose who pr~ress beyorrl hashish are about equally likely to go to barbiturates, amphetamines, LSD, or mescaline. The resp:m:1ents in our sample did not in zrost
cases progress beyond these four drugs, however, unless
they hcrl used all four of them. Then, the pr<XJression
was to heroin and cocaine, in that order, for those who
used heroin, or directly to cocaine for tlose who did not
use heroin. (p. 222)
A"ro~

tlx>se crlolescents who used marijuana, Sirgle, et al.,

found the

following rates of multiple drug usage:

(1974)

Hashish ( 71 %) ,

amphetamines (44%), barbiturates (40%), cocaine (13%), and heroin (9%),
(p. 347).

Contrary to \ttlat might be expected, consumption of alcohol

did not decrease as us: of marijuana increased.
liquor increases in direct pro:p:>rtion to the

"Daily use of hard
frequency of current

marijuana use ••• daily use of haro liquor is 16 percent anorg daily
marijuana users ••• " (p. 349).

10

ACUrE EFFEC'I'S OF AI.roHOL
Because alcchol has been a
centuries, and a

socially used

substance over the

focus of empirical study during the 20th century,

there is a great deal of documentation about alcdlol' s acute effects
on hurran ftmctioning (NIAAA, 1978; Seixas, 1972).

In studying problems

of drug usage it is helpful to examine physical, cognitive arrl social
deterioration as acute effects of alcohol.
Physical Effects
"Alo::hol has a

~rvasive

effect on the bo1y fran its p::>int of

entry through the gastrointestinal tract, the liver, and throughout the
bloodstream.

'lhe brain arrl nervous system, heart, muscles, and errlocrine

system are also affected" (NIAAA, 1978, p. 37).
link between alcdlol use arrl

cancer.

There appears to be a

Risk of cancer at different

sites in the body increases with alcohol consumption.

In ccnibination,

alcchol arrl tol::acco have a synergistic effect erih.ancing the risk of
certain kinds of cancer (NIAAA, 1978).
Psychanotor resp:mses are altere:i dramatically in people who are
under the influence of alcohol.
necessary \\hen drivirg

'These abilities, Which are especially

or flying,

include:

11

•••

visual functions

of

glare recovery, light adaptation, detection of objects in the peripheral
visual field, arrl visual search" (NIAAA, 1978, p. 54).
Fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) is clinically observable in cases
where the mother consumerl alccihol durinJ pregnancy.

The characteristics

of the rrother' s alcohol use and the stage of errbryonic developirent
appear to

make

a

difference

in producirg

the

FAS

(NIAAA,

1978).

11
Cognitive Effects
While alcchol does not imp:dr ability to concentrate attention on
one source of infonnation at a time, it does appear to " .•• impede the
brain 1 s capacity to switch fr an one source of infonnation to another",
and to " •.• absorb information fran rrore than one source simultaneously"

(NIAAA, 1978 p. 53).

Significant loss of merrory functions occurs in

both alcoholics and nonalcholics 'When intoxicaterl.

While the non-

alccholic irrlividual eq:eriences a menory loss after consumption of
smaller arrounts of alcohol,
blackout,

11
•••

the effect is similar to the alcoholic

amnesia with:mt loss of consciousness ••• " (NIAAA, 1978).

As it is with marijuana, "menory storage processes are particularly
vulnerable to disruption by alcchol.

vhen intoxicate::l, people have

considerable difficulty processing new infonnation and recalling that
infonnation later" (NIAAA, 1978, p. 53).

Research

ncM

is firrlirg that

alcohol consumption may cause lingering irnpa.intent of cognitive functions.
Serious .irrp3.irment is noticeable in sober alcdiolics, arrl it api:ears that
social drinkers also are vulnerable.

In a study of male social (non-

problem) drinkers "performance on tests of abstractions arrl adaptive
abilities [While sober] showed a significant negative association with
the arrount of alcchol the men reporte:l consumirg" (NIAAA, 1978, p. 54).
Social Effects
Because alcchol consumption disrupts merrory processes and other
cognitive functioning, we may assume that adolescents who attend school
While intoxicate:l are likely to

suffer academically.

High

school

students Who use alcohol have been found to achieve below their p::>tential

12

(Lawrence & Velleman, 1974) •
explainErl by the

students'

The cause of low achieverrent may also be
self-ex~ctations.

Jessor,

Cannan,

arrl

Grossrran, ( 1968) suggest that students with low expectations of their
ability to achieve academically or socially terrl to drink, get drunk,
and becorre problem drinkers rrore often than students with higher selfex~ctations

.

The social ramifications of alcd1ol use/abuse are as ~rvasive as
alcohol' s destruction of the individual physical being.

At least 50%

of all traffic-relatErl deaths ar:rl over 30% of traffic-relatErl injuries
are tioo to alcohol consumption.

Industrial accidents, drownings, fire

fa tali ties, arrl fatal falls all are significantly relaterl to alcdi.ol
intoxication (NIAAA, 1978).
Ala:hol also

is

violence, and suicide.

significantly associaterl

with

crime,

family

"M:>re than one-third of all suicides involve

alcchol, arrl disproportionately high nunbers of

~ople

with drinking

problems carmit suicide .•• accidents and violence play an especially
proninent role in death arrl injury aitOIY3 the younger age groups" (NIAAA,
1978, pp. 65-66).

Recent research has focused attention on the high

correlation between excessive alcdhol consumption an::1 sp:msal l:a.ttering
(Miller, 1979), and child nolestation and abuse (NIAAA, 1978).
Dysfunctional family interaction p:ttterns develcp in the presence
of alcohol misuse by any family menber. Through counseling of chemically
deperrlent clients,

Wegscheider ( 1979) has found

"in a family "t/here

there is stress, the whole organism shifts to bring balance, stability
or survival 11 (p. 3).
personal stress.

Family menbers crlapt in ways Vvhich create less
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Because of the system balance, each merrber of the family
begins to resporrl to the dependent £ran a double level
position. Family merribers, like the dependent, begin to
repress their feelings arrl also develop a set of defenses
to protect them fran further pain ••• As the carpulsion
grel\<VS between the deperrlent and the chemical, so does the
carpulsion grow between the dependent's behavior and the
family's reaction. {Wegscheider, 1979, pp. 5-6)
When an adolescent is the problem drinker, other social systems
also res:pJrrl anl react.

.Adolescent drinking rehavior which warrants

action from school and public law officials will activate an array of
con.sequent social ramifications Which are likely to have a substantial
impact on the adolescents' future.

ACllrE EFFECT CF r.NUJUANA
Physical Effects
Research studyi!XJ the effect of marijuma on the human cardiovascular system, .irrrnune response, chrorrosane abnonnalities, cell metabolism
alterations , an:l

brain damage,

remains

equivocal

(Peterson,

1980) .

Although there is sore indication that chronic, heavy marijuana use may
bring about cannabis depen:lency, the data is too limita:l to re conclusive
(Jones, 1977; Jones

&

Benowitz, 1976).

There is substantial evidence,

h:::>wever, that tolerance to marijuana develcps with prolonged use (Jones

& Benowitz, 1976; NoNlan & Cohen, 1977).

Because rrarijuana metarolites

concentrate in fatty tissue, remaining in the bcxly for lon:J periods of
time, they may be pa.ssed through the placenta of expectant rrothers and
al $0

re present in the JIOther S milk•
I

Altrough the data is Stil 1

limited regarding this possibility, there is enough evidence to caution
against marijuana

use

during

pr63llancy

arrl

\\hile

nursing

infants
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(Peterson, 1980).
Recent studies

continue to link marijuana

sm:>king with lung

damage (Rosenkrantz & Fleishman, 1979), impaired psychorrotor coordination (Klonoff,

1974),

(Hembree, Nahas,

arrl

Huang,

&

alterations
1979;

in

reproductive

Sassenrath, Chapnan,

&

fl.D'lctionirg
Goo,

1979).

Cognitive Effects
Marijuana users may experience acute anxiety or transient mild
paranoia. 'Ihe anxiety resp:>nse occurs generally with experienced users
\<\ho oonsume unusually high doses, or with inexperienced users who lose
perspective of the experience being drug ioouced.

Feelings of paranoia,

cannon arrorg users, are influenced by the irrlividual 's

ex~ctations

arrl

the environnent in which the drug effect is experienced (Peterson, 1980).
While it app.?ars that " ••• marihuana does not significantly
interfere with the retrieval of information already present in the
menory" (Abel,

1971, p.

1031), marijuana use cbes impair the user's

short-term rnerrory functions.

Abel suggests that it is the person's

inability to concentrate arrl rehearse which prevents information beirg
transfered to permanent merrory.

Rossi

&

O'Brien ( 1974) contend that

this might reflect mat the marijuana intoxicatErl subject chooses to
atterrl to.

Miller

&

Drew ( 1974) speculate that the effects of marijuana

on mem:>ry may be due to impairment of limbic structures in the brain.
In earlier research, Miller,

Drew,

&

Kiplinger ( 1972),

found that

subjects could not recall SP?cific material, arrl also terrled to introduce material

~ich

was not suggested originally.

The specific etiol03y of marijuana irrluced imi:airment of soort-
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tenn memory flIDction continues to receive errpirical examination.
is relevant to

mental heal th professionals

arrl

educators

What

is that

" ••• material learned While 'high 1 is significantly less well recalled
than that learnai in a norrlrugged state.

This is

es~cially

true when

the task involves recalling the learned naterial rather than simply
its reccgnition" (Peterson, 1980, p. 10), \\hich suggests that students
who attend classes While high are likely not to process infonnation

into lorg-tenn nenory or to recall arrl utilize material already learned.
low to rroderate levels of marijuana intoxication creates the
sensation of

s~aiirg

up subjective, internal time relative to objective,

clock time so that tirre seems to pass rrore slCMly.

Higher doses of

marijuana terrl to irrluce a sense of timelessness (Melges, Tinklenberg,
Hollister & Gillespie, 1971).

Furthenrore, marijuana intoxication causes

confusion of past, present arrl future orientation, leading to a decrease
in goal-directed thinking (Clark, Hughes, & Nakashima, 1970).

Further

study reveals that " ••. marijuana irrlucai significantly greater
concentration on the present ••• to the relative exclusion of past and,
in particular, future references" (Melges et al., 1971, p. 565).

In

surrmarizing the effects of marijuana on changes in time sensations
Melges arrl associates (1971) state:
Under the influence of marihuana, when a subject becomes
less able to integrate p:l.St, present, arrl future, his
awareness becomes rrore concentrated on present events;
these instances, in turn, are ex~riencoo as prolonged or
timeless When they appear isolated fran the continual
prCXJression of time - that is, v.hen the present events no
longer seem to be transitions from the past to the
future. (p. 566)
The effects of marijuana apparent in the time distortion arrl

menory functions, helps to explain the "arrotivational syrrlrane" described
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by Kolansky and lt:>ore.

From their psychiatric practice (Kolansky and

Moore, 1971) they correlate1 current marijuana srroking with patients'
11
•••

roor social

judgment,

confusion, anxiety,

PJQr attention

depression, apathy,

span,

poor concentration,

passivity,

often, slowed and slurred speech" (p. 487).

indifference, arrl

The arrotivational syndrane

was proposed as an o:rganic c03ni tive syndrane which encanp:tssoo acute
physical, cognitive, and social effects.
to surface in the literature,

While the concept continues

the study has been discre1itoo as a

scientific work due to lack of a prospective design and obvious rrethodol03ical flaws (Grinsp:>on & Bakalar, 1978).
Social Effects
No experimental

studies

'Which directly assess the irrq;:act of

rna.rijuana intoxication on classroan learning have been reportoo in the
recent literature.

Different

researchers'

accounts

levels of marijuana users are inconsistent.

of

achievement

Smart and Fejer (1969)

characterizoo rna.rijuana users as underachievers, While Stefferihagen,
McAree,

&

Zheutlin (1969)

found them to be

sanewhat above average

academically, arrl Pearlman (1968) found no difference between users arrl
nonusers' academic performance.

'Ihese earlier studies were of college

sarrples arrl reflect characteristics not necessarily present in a junior
high or high school population.
Investigation of high Eehool marijuana users reveals that students
11
•••

tend to achieve below their potential in school ••• " (Lawrence &

Velleman, 1974, p. 135), arrl that " ••. low expectations fur achievement,
[are] ••• significantly related to rria.rijuana involverrent in the junior
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an:1 senior high ••• " populations, but not at the college level {Jessor,

Jesoor, & Finney,

1973, p. 14).

Merit Publishing Canpany 11

•••

According to a survey done by The

10% of high achieving students have tried

marijmna" (Yancy, Nader, & Burnham, 1972, p. 743).
study of high

schcx:>l marijuana users,

(1973) fotmd that

11
•••

Victor,

However, in their

Grossman,

&

Eisenman

as the frequency of marijtana use increasoo,

there was a significant decrease in reported scholastic averages across
all grade levels .•• 11 (p. 83).
Lack of future goal orientation, and lOW' delay of gratification
associated with heavy marijuana use, may inhibit prcrluctive involverrent
in work, camm.mity, arrl social activities.

The lon:J tenn social effects

of current high rates of drug use by tcrlay' s adolescents are yet to be
seen.
Because use of licit an:1 illicit drugs is regulatoo by federal
and state laws, adolescents using or abusing substances are subject to
legal prcsecution for their drug usiIY::J activity.

Age restrictions arrl

penalties for use of both licit and illicit drugs vary, thus the social
an:l personal ramifications to the user are different fran state to
state.

'Ihe impact of a criminal (felony or misdemeanor) record upon

the future of adolescents cannot be ignorerl.

CHAPrER III

MOI1IVATION FOR CHEMICAL

SUBST~E

USE:

:ENVIRONMENTAL DEI'E™INANTS

Adolescent motivation for drug use arrl abuse will re examinoo fran
the social learning framework.

From this perspective behavior is

rrotivata:l by a continuous reciprocal interaction of environmental and
personal detenninants (Barrlura, 1977).
s~cific

For the purpose of understanding

systems involved in the interaction process, this study will

examine environrrental detenninants and personal detenninants separately.
The reader is cautionErl to bear in mim that in the process of life,
environrrental and personal systems continually interact and. change.

No

one asi:ect herein discussed is suggesteJ. as an irrleperrlent motivator for
chemical substance use or abuse.
REINFORrnIBNT AND MODELIN3

External systems influence individual perceptions and. behavior
by processes of reinforcement arrl rrodelirg.

According to Barrlura (1977),

consequences to particular behavioral responses impart information, provide incentive value, arrl may stre03·then resµ:mses autanatically.

Cues

in the environrrent may signal upconung occurrences or predict outcorres
fran p:irticular actions.

"For the most p:i.rt, response consequences in-

fluence behavior antecedently by creating expectations of similar outcanes on future occasions" (p. 96).
Modelin:J is a process of learnirg through observation.

No direct

perfornance or extrinsic reinforcerrent of behavior is necessary, only
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exposure to the TOC>deled activities.

What will be observed will be

influenced by beirg perceived as rewardirg (Barrlura, 1977).
As will be discussed rrnre fully in

01apter 4, the irrlivictuals'

beliefs regardirg external events influence their behavior.

"Identical

environmental consequences can have different behavioral effects dependirg on ooliefs about why they occur" (Barrlura, 1977, p. 166).

Fran

his research, Barrlura concludes that beliefs about current conditions
of reinforcement will outweigh the influence of exµ=rienced outcanes.
'!he environment is a potential which res1xmds to the persons'
actions, arrl environmental systems impact the development of personal
belief structures.

Akers, Krohn, Lanza-Kaduce,

&

Radosevich, ( 1979)

sumnarize the social learnirg process:
Whether deviant or conformin;J behavior is aCX'}uired or
persists deperrls on past arrl present rewards or punishments attached to alternative behavior - differential
reinforcenent. In a1dition, people learn in interaction
with significant groups in their lives evaluative definitions (norms, attitudes, orientations) of the oohavior as
good or bad ••• which can be directly reinforced and also
act as cue (discriminative) stimuli for other rehavior •••
the reinforcers can be nonsocial (as in the direct physiolo;Jical effects of drugs) as well as social, but ••• the
principal behavioral effects corre from interaction in or
urrler the influence of th::>se groups which control individuals' major sources of reinforcement and punishment and
expose them to behavioral rrndels and normative definitions.
(Akers et al., 1979: in Kandel, 1980, p. 253)
Historical Perspective and Social Influences
Man's social-recreational use of cannabis and alcohol date back
5,000 arrl 6,000 years res??ctively (Arnao, 1976).

Whether for medical,

religious, or social reasons, American culture has sanctioned using certain drugs in certain circumstances. Social attitude toward alcohol use
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traditionally is associated with religious, nor al and ethical values.
Yet:

As these more general reliefs arrl values vary anong individuals and arrong population subgroups, and as they fluctuate over time, those that are connecte:l with alcdlol
use have been carried along in a haphazard fashion. 'Ihe
net result is that the public is left with a melange of
anibivalent feelings about drinking and ••• there is a vast
pool of ignorance about what constitutes resp:msible
drinking •.• (NIAAA, 1974, p. 22).
Confusion arrl argument regardi03 realistic starrlards of alcchol consurrption has contribute:l to overuse and abuse of the drug.

Alcoholism

often is not reccgnized until it is v..iell established, and alccholic
denial is facilitated as a result of controversial social definition of
resp:msible drinki03 rehavior.
With the exception of the Prchibition years (1919 to 1933), alcchol
has enjoyed a position of acceptance as a social drug in American culture.
While marijua.na currently is subject to legal sanctions, increasi03ly
it is rising in popularity for social-recreational purposes.

If: "Social

control nay be define:l as the process by 'Yhich a oociety shapes the
behavior of the individual merriber toward the group nonns of society"
(Roucek & Rolarrl, 1965, p. 291), then: "It is oocietal reaction either
directly or indirectly, that largely defines deviant behavior" (Hunt,
1974, p.

273).

Societal reaction to narijua.na use define:1 it as a

deviant behavior in the late 60 1 s arrl early 70 1 s.

Today, as experimenta-

tion with the drug is rrodal by age 16-17, this resfOnse may no 1003er

be appropriate.
Americans consuroo volurres of over-the-counter drugs, self-medicate
with prescribed drugs,

arrl

hesitation (Aubrey, 1973).

seek canfort through drugs with little
Furthennore, national advertising on
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television, radio, in magazines and in newspapers reinforce drug usage
by sui;:plyin:J cues, anticipation of outcanes, and social approval simultaneously.

This multitude of reinforcing cues, and the weal th of role

nod.els, canbina:l with rociocultural ambivalence toward standard settin:J,
creates a milieu corrluci ve to chemical substance use and abuse by adolescents and adults alike.
Religicus Affiliation
Several studies have correlated religious involvement with drug
use or abstinance.

It is likely that greater religiosity and church

attemance pra:lisp:>se

adolescents

against

drug

use

(NIAAA,

1978).

Graham & Cross (1975) proposed that nonusiIXJ adolescents were not strongly religious in orientation but that users were strongly anti-religious.
Recently E.isterhold and associates

(1979)

found

"religious activity

was not significantly related to the frequency of beer or wine use but
did have a significant relationship with both hard liquor use ••• and
mariju:i.na use ••• " (p. 1104) arrorlJ high school students.
Different religions have established different nonns for alcohol
consumption.
1

The M:>nnon arrl ascetic Protestant religions are

proscriptive 1 while

the

Jewish

drinkil'lJ tehavior (Braucht,

faith

Brakarsh,

is

1

prescriptive 1

Follingstrad,

regarding

& Berry,

1973) •

While proscriptive nonns do not allow any alcohol consumption, prescriptive nonns set up an " ..• elaborate system of explicit directives as to
what, when, where, with whan, how much, and why one is expected to
consume alccholic l:everages ••• " (Braucht et al., 1973, p. 93).

On the

surface, affiliation with religions holding prescriptive beliefs regardil'lJ alcdlol use may api:ear to disp:::>se the in:lividual to greater use of
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Fbwever, the nonns established by the religion would seem to

alcohol.

help safeguard against misuse
followers of

religions

am

having

abuse of the drug.

proscriptive

beliefs

While

fewer

actually

drink

alcchol, tmse that do are nore likely to becane problem drinkers.
'Ihis is because

11
•••

there is an absence of nonns to guide their use,

[thus] ••• the drinking is rrore likely to 'be mcontrolled" (Braucht et
al., 1973, p. 94).
Parental Influence
The majority of adolescents have their initial alcdlol experience
with parents or relatives, in the home environnent (Braucht et al. ,
1973) •

Parental

nodeling,

arrl

family interaction patterns have

a

significant impact on the adolescent's cognitive arrl behavioral represent.ation of

nonnative

definitions

an:l

differential

reinforcement.

While only 2% of adolescents reported parents who use marijuana,
Eisterhold am associates ( 1979) fomd only 16% reported parents \oho
did not use alcohol.

Parental use of these drugs was significantly

rela te:l to the child' s use of the same drug.

K:trrlel ( 1980) reports that

"parental use of hard liquor predicts adolescent use of hard liquor and
other illicit drugs but not marijuana.

Parental use of psychoactive

drugs predicts adolescent use of illicit drugs other than marijuana ••• "
(p. 271).

The manner in which p:lrents consume alcdlol appears to have some
irrpact on their children's chemical substance use.

Lawrence and Vellernan

( 1974) fomd:

No significant association •.. between row often each p:lrent
drinks and the student's drug use. Significant relationships do exist between low many drinks each parent has
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When he drinks and students' drug use ••• The strongest associations were found with how often a .rarent was drunk.
(p. 131)
It is !X)ssible that p:irental drinking nay be most accurate in predicting
adolescent drinking and other substance using behavior (Braucht et al,
1973; Karrlel, 1980; Lawrence & Velleman, 1974).

In a home environment

Which has not defined or does not adhere to res!X)nsible drug using
behavior, children learn to misuse arrl abuse

chemical

substances.

Because parental influence operates as only one of rrany environmental
factors irrq;:acting the adolescent's belief

structure,

even socially

responsible use of alcohol and other drugs may be perceived as a nod.el
for other

chemical

substance

exfErimentation

(Mercer,

Hundleby,

&

Carpenter, 1978).
Parental rrodeling affects help shape the child's values, attitudes
and behavior.

In addition, the atnosphere created in the family unit,

arrl the l::ehavior of the p:l.rents toward the child shape fErsonali ty and
behavior.

Parental wannth,

support and interest has been shown to

rel.ate significantly to adolescent drug use
Rosenberg, 1969).
suggest that

11
•••

Babst,

~ren,

Schrreidler,

(Mercer et al.,
Lipton

& Denbo

1978;
(1978)

the less close a student feels toward his family, the

rrore likely he is to be involved with friends who use drugs

11

(p. 37) .

'Ihe auth:>rs also note that multiple drug use increases relative to a
decrease in family affinity.
this firrling:

Tudor, Petersen, & Elifson (1980) sup!X)rt

"the closer the cd.olescent is to his/her parents, the

less the likelihood of drug use

11

(p.

789) .

In her review,

(1980) concludes:
The quality of the parent child born is ass'l.ID'ed to have
a restraining effect on involvement in deviant and delinqoont attitudes' irres~ctive of p:irental l::ehaviors am

Kandel
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values" (p. 256).
Studies corrluctoo by Graham

&

Cross,

( 1975) reveal that drug

using adolescents " ••• felt rejected at home, that their parents did not

trust them or genuinely care about them, arrl that there was little to
talk al:x>ut in cannon with their parents" (p. 104).

Kandel ( 1980) cites

low i;arental aspirations for children as predictive of marijuana initiation, and suggest a lack of perceived parent-child closeness is predictive of \I.hat she defines as the " ••• third stcge of drug involvement,
initiation to drugs other than marijuana.••• " (p. 271).

Gantman ( 1978)

found that parents of drug abusi03 adolescents e03age in increased scapegoating of the child, and utilize negative and unclear comnunication
styles which

exhibit insensitive arrl unequal

interaction patterns.

In examining the perceived parental permissiveness of a college
sample relative to the degree of marijuana uscge, Hunt ( 1974) sought to
establish the degree to which parental use of social control determines
the offsprirgs involvement with marijuana. His firrlirgs irrlicate: 1) high
use of marijuana in offspring of perceived laissez-faire dlild-parent
relationship; 2) medium use of marijuana in offspri03 of i;erceived autocratic child-parent relationship; and, 3) low use of marijuana in offspri09 of
ship.

~rceived

quasi-denocratic or denocratic child-parent

relatio~

In this study laissez-faire parents were found to reflect a lack

of interest in, arrl relirquish resp:>nsibility am auth::>rity over their
children, while the autocratic parents are over-controlling, demanding
arrl intolerant.

&:>th P3rentirg styles create a family environnent which

may encourage the a:lolescent to seek alternative means of providing a
wam, understarrlirg 'family type' atnosphere. ·

r~rship

using group fills many of these affiliation needs.

in a marijuana

Derrocratic arrl
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quasi-derrocratic styles allow for optimum parent-child interaction.
child 1 s .r.articipation is s::>lici ta:l and
listening fosters personal carmi trrent.

res~cted.

The

Mutual sharing and

While the parents may remain as

the "final word", children perceive they have been heard an:1 that their
parents care.
Studies have identified differences in adolescent drug use l:s.sed
on ooth the adolescent 1 s and the parent 1 s gender.

Mercer

&

associates

found a stronger correlation between family environment an:1 adolescent
female drug usage than adolescent male drug usage.

Brook, Iukof f,

&

Whiteman (1980) detenninerl that adolescent marijuana initiates:
[are] .•• rrore likely to have rrothers who have low expectations for them, are not involved in activities with them,
are noncxmventional, and pa.ssive. lvbreover, initiates
are likely to have nothers with an internal orientation,
accanpanied by low expectations . (p. 140)
Frankel, Behling, & Dix, (1975) not.iced a difference in the adolescents'
perceived relationship with their fathers.

Here,

the heaviest drug

using adolescents perceived their fathers as being cold arrl distant.
However the rrother's wannth was not significantly related to drug use
frequency.

Lack of loving care arrl closeness between parent and child appears
to set the stage for adolescent perception of drug use as positive and
rewardin:J.

Severely .irrp:drerl carummication an:1 the absence of wann

interpersonal child-parent relationships creates a high risk situation
for adolescent multiple drug use arrl abuse.
Peer Influence
The evidence is conclusive that p:er supp:>rt and. instruction is
resp:msible for a substantial percent of initial adolescent marijuana
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use (Adler
Scrlava

&

&

Lotecka, 1973; Kandel, 1973; Lawrence

&

Velleman, 1974;

Forsyth, 1977). Eisterhold and associates ( 1979) folll1d "fifty-

two percent of the 42.6% [of students] who rep:::>rted ever using marijuana
did so at the suggestion of a frierrl who provided them with the drug"
(p. 1104).

Lucas ( 1978) detennined that " ••• having frequent contact

with close marijuana-usill3 frierrls ••• " was one of five variables which
" ••• explained irore than 55% of variance in initial marijuana use" (p.
1038).

In their lorgitudinal study Jessor, Jessor,

&

Finney (1973) found

that adolescents who use drugs perceive less compatibility between
parents arrl frierrls regardill3 values arrl expectations for the actor.
'!his research reveals adolescents perceive " ••• greater peer-relative-toparent influence on thier views ••• [arrl] greater models, pressures, arrl
peer approval for drug use" (p. 6-7).

Of the environmental measures

employed, the peer-relative-to-parent influence was most predictive of
male drug use, while social supp:::>rt for drugs was most predictive of
female drug use.

Empirically, " ••• social suH_:Ort for drug use ••• turned

out to be its rost i;x:>werful predictor" (p. 13).
Karrlel ( 1980) stresses that "frierrls' behaviors are especially
important in predicting marihuana use and relatively less im:µ:>rtant for
predictifl3 drinkinj or the use of illicit drugs other than marihuana ••• "
{p. 270).

However, Jessor et al., (1972) maintain that peer reinforce-

ment arrl instruction is instrumental in predictirg charge fran abstainer
to drinker in junior and senior high school students.
Peer suH_:X)rt of drug use also influences the a:lolescents decision
to continue use after initiation. Johnson ( 1973) held that young people
who use marijuana seek other marijuana users as their frierrls arrl
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disassociate themselves fran other non-user friends.
canpbell (1977),

Karrlel (1980) notes,

Citing Britt and

"the selection as significant

others of persons perceiverl to be like the self may be nore irrp::>rtant
than the effect of

~rceived

group nonns to the production of behavioral

and attitudinal similarity .•• "

(p. 262) .

Merribership in a drug using

peer group either refore or after initiation to drug use will deperrl in
part on internal personal factors, saliency of peers to the individual,
an:l perceived differential reinforcement.

Nevertheless,

part, drug users associate with one another.

for the rrost

In the majority of cases

a p:?er supµ:>rt system influences the irrlividual 's first use of drugs
and it appears that

11
•••

becaning involved in one of these support

systems •.. serves to reinforce the act of drug-taking ••• " (Huba, Win;Jard,
& Bentler,

1980, p.

277).

Current marijuana users rrost frequently

consurre

wi~""lin

1979).

Similarly, " •.• peers are the adolescents' rrost typical drinking

a

group of one to three frien:ls

(Eisterhold et at.,

canp:l.nions" (NIAAA, 1974, p. 19).
While peer influence is an active agent of initiation and continuation for both marijuana ar:rl alcohol use, "there appears to be different
support systems

for alcchol arrl

cannabis use ••• suggesting different

drug use support cultures" (Huba et al.,

1980, p. 275-276).

Kandel

(1900) suggests that " •.• the data supp::>rts the notion of drug-sp:?cific
social networks of peers, each oriented towards a particular drug.

Prior

as&:>ciation with users of a p:l.rticular drug is the stron]est predictor
of an individual's use of that drug •.• " (p. 270).

Furthernore, social

configurations within high school canmunities continues to be drawn on
drug related lines (Lawrence & Velleman, 1974).
Scherer, Ettirger

&

M.ldrick (1972), studyinJ adolescents \\ho used
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other drugs in addition to alcohol, rrarijuana and hashish, found this
group irtlicatoo a high nee::l for social approval.

Eighty-six percent of

the multiple drug users surveyed were initiated into use through friends.
The researchers suggest that

11

•••

social pressure may ••• produce drug use

rurong those with a high need for social approval [because] ••• hard-drugorient.al peer groups offer greater cpp:>rtunity for gaining approval,
s.inply by adherence to hard drug usage" (Scherer et al., 1972, p. 12).
In discussir:g the

sin3le criterion nost prerlictive of p:>lydrug use,

Sadava & Forsyth ( 1977) found social support to be first and highest
in loadir:g.

Representative of oocial supp:>rt were variables fran the

proximal environrrent including

11

•••

high social support for use, absence

of sanctions against use, availability of drugs,
peer nod.els

of use ••• 11

(p.

219).

[arrl] p:irental ar:rl

Clearly adolescent peer support

systems are extremely influential to establishirg initial drug use and
subsequent chemical substance involvement.
School Influence
Attitudes arrl l:eliefs fosterErl in the h::>me envirorment appear to
translate (be sustainoo) into the school environ:rrent as well.

Babst et

al • , ( 19 78) found that 30% of adolescents fran low affinity families,
corrpared to 70% of youth from high affinity families were interested
in school.

Average grades in school decreased relative to decreases

in family affinity.

Moreover, Graham & Cross {1975) noted that adoles-

cent drug users Who descril)ed their lome relationships as negative and
empty:
•.. also perceived a lack of concern on the p:irt of school
officials and faculty over whether they used drugs, attended class, or in general abided by the school regulations.
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Apparently, the users felt the atrrosphere around the
school was such that they could do as they pleased and
no one would care much about it as long as they did
not start trouble for someone else. (p. 104)
Resp::mse to drug use within the schools has been characterized by
by the same two extremes found in family structures, the laissez-faire
attitude, and the autocratic or authoritarian response.

In this latter

node, kn01N11. drug users are susperrled or expelled fran school arrl often
are turned over to law officials.
tance is maintained.

An attitude of intolerance and mili-

The 'law am order' response, v.hile temp::>rarily

rerroving the problem person from the school, does not solve the underlyir:g problem.

As Bearden, Woodside, & Jones, (1979) note:

••• efforts to affect drug use v.hich focus on availability
arrl criminal deterrence may be ineffective since these

are not the considerations Which affect notivations to use
drugs. {p. 749)
If fear of legal punishment is unrelaterl to student drug use (Lawrence
& Vellerran,

1974) , then school policies based on legal sanction and

pmishment are destined to frustration

am

ultimate failure.

W1ile

Hunt's (1974) study of social control through leadership style focuses
on parenting, it would appear that the _rrinci.ples apply to schools'
'in loco parentis' responsibilities as well.
In addition to settiI"B an envirormental tone of laissez-faire or
autocracy, schools have resp:mded to the drug problem with their nost
available tool, education.

Unfortunately, the subject matter has not

been one Which easily or successfully responds to the forrrat of classroc:m
instruction.

Various approa.ches to drug education have teen triErl. Many

aimed at integrating drug Erlucation into the school curricultnn.

'Ihe major

drawback to these attempts was the mistaken belief that " ••• large doses
of factual rraterial would deter youngsters fran experirrenting with drugs"
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(Aubrey, 1973, p. 26).

Scare tactics such as 'horror' rrovies and incor-

rect or misleadin:J information about drugs succeeded only in reducing the
schools credibility with students (Horan, 1974).

later atterrpts to be

relevant an:1 up-to-date were sus:r:ecte:1 to have augmente:1 student curiosity, and the use of ex-addicts in school asserribly presentations, 'While
sensational, -wrere of negligible renefit (Aubrey, 1973; Lawrence
man, 1974) •

&

Velle-

In trying to resp:md to public concern, schools were not

prepare::l. to address the drug use problem effectively. As Aubrey (1973)
points out, "by relying on traditional approaches the schools showe:1 a
lack of understan:ling as they attempted to rreet an affective problem
with cognitive proce::l.ures"

(p.

27).

However,

out of all the gcx:xl

intentions arrl poor results, much has been learnErl in the field of
drug Erlucation,

and will be discussed nore fully in Chapter Five.

M:xleling effects and differential reinforcement of behavior occurs
through interaction with rarents, peers, significant others, and sociocultural institutions.
'VOlvement

ap~ars

'Ihe nost salient of these to adolescent drug in-

to re rarents and peers •

Of the envirormental vari-

ables, high peer support is nost predictive of initiation to marijuana
usage While rarental use or abuse of alcchol or psychoactive drugs is
nost predictive of the child's initiation to alcohol and illicit drugs
other than marijuana.

lack of wanuth and equity in family canmunica-

tions, extremes of laissez-faire or autocratic social control styles,
,IX)Orly def inErl standards of apprcpriate drug usin;J rehavior, abundant
abusing role nodels,

and peer support systems all contribute to an

atrrosphere corrlucive to drug use, abuse, arrl deperrlence.

CHAPI'ER IV

MCJrIVATION FOR CHEMICAL

SUBSTANCE

USE:

PERSONAL

DETERMINANTS

Substantial research and argurrent has centere::l. around the question
of a genetic predisposition to progressive alcohol dependence {Goodwin,
Schulsi03er, Hennansen, Guze arrl Winoker, 1973; Kaij,

1960; Qnenn

M:>tulsky, 1972; Partanen, Bruun, & Markkanen, 1966; Siexas, 1972).

&

The

available data irrlicates that continued research into the concept of
genetic predisposition is warranted.

I-bwever, physiological factors of

inheritance necessarily begin to interact with environmental forces at
birth, and perhaps before.

People are born with many different possible

iriherite:l pre:lis:fX)sitions.

How that inborn !X)tent.ial grows arrl expresses

itself will be shaped by the reciprocal interaction of personal, environmental, arrl oohavioral resrx>nses.
Personal detenninants of behavior include th:mghts, feelings, and
perceptions alx>ut

behavioral

outc01-e

and

environmental

conditions.

Ccgni tive factors partly detennine which external events
will be observed, how they will be perceived, whether
they leave any lasting effects, \\hat valence and efficacy
they have, and how the infonnation they convey will be
organized for future use. {Barrlura, 1977, p. 160)

Expectations of outcanes influence one's behavior, and reciprocally,
actual outcanes change one's expectations.

Attitudes toward the actions

one takes, or contarplates taking, are forrned on the basis of one's
expectation of the action's outcanes.
asserts:

Fran his research Bandura {1977)
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Beliefs about the prevailing conditions of reinforcement ••• [will outweigh] the influence of ex~rienced
consequences. • • As people are exposed to variations in
the freqt.ency arrl predictability of reinforcement, they
behave on the basis of the outcomes they expect t.o
prevail in the future. (p. 166)
Thus, beliefs about expected outcanes of behavior will shape attitudes
toward engaging in that activity.

These "cognitive representations of

future outcanes function as current motivators of behavior" (Barrlura,
1977, p. 161).

ATTI'IUIE 'IDWARD THE ACT AND EXPECTATIOO OF CXJTCOME
In their early prospective research Jessor et al., ( 1973) and
Scrlava ( 1973a, 1973b) determined that attitudes toward the act, arrl expectation of outcomes are predictive of initial chemical substance use.
Acooroing to Fishbein arrl Ajzen's ( 1975) theoretical rrodel, intention to engage in a behavior is conceptualized as a combination of attitude arrl subjective norms.

Attitudes toward engaging in S?=cific

behaviors are determined by one's perception of the consequences (Cook,
Lounsbury

&

Fontenelle,

1980).

Bearrlen,

Woodside,

&

Jones

( 1979)

describe the cognitive interaction of attitude, expectation of outcome,
arrl the subjective noon factor:
Attitudes toward engaging in a particular behavior are
assumed to be a function of the surrmation of the irrlividual 's beliefs arrl evaluations regarding the salient outcanes of engaging in that behavior. Social norm is depicted as a summed function of the individual's beliefs
concernirg the ex?=ctations of his relevant referent
groups weighted by his nntivation-to-canply with those
expectations. (p. 745)
Usirg the Fishbein arrl Aj zen model, Cook and associates ( 1980)
concluded that the adolescents' "attitude toward the act was the best
predictor of marijuana arrl beer use.

The subjective norms variable
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added significantly to the prediction of these tY.O drugs" (p.
In a four year lon;Jitudinal study Lucas, Grupp,

199).

& Sclunitt (1975)

detennined that expressed desire to try marijuana, holding attitudes
favorable to marijuana use, arrl the presence of available opp:>rtunities
to try marijuana were statistically significant predictors of initiation
to marijuana use (p. 323).

The autmrs conclude that the p:>ssession of

a favorable attitude toward use, and an expressed desire to use marijuana
is an irrlication that the irrlividual has internalized a value structure
positive to marijuana use.

This value structure has been characterized

in the literature as an attitude of tolerance toward deviance, arrl
tolerance toward narijuana use (Jessor et al., 1973; Kandel, 1980).
Positive attitude toward the act contains a 'belief canp:>nent regarding
expected outcomes.
11
•••

Bearden, Woodside, & Jones (1979) conclude that:

irrlividuals with plans to use marijuana appear to believe that the

use of the drug leads to a pleasant experience While not leading either

to personal physical damage or legal ramifications" (p. 750).
Imagined expectations of the drugs'
be a behavior detenninant.

intrinsic effects appear to

Once consumed, prcperties of the drug then

serve as nonsocial reinforcers to maintain or discontinue using the
drug (Karrlel, 1980).

Expectations of the drugs'

effects, before am

after initiation may well follow Ray's (1972) analysis:
At the most fundamental level, all drugs used recreatiorrally on a regular basis directly or indirectly either
increase pleasure or decrease discanfort. (p. 271)
Increasing Pleasure and Decreasing Pain
Schlegel & Norris (1980) detennine::l that beliefs that marijuana
use is pleasurable and fun was rrost predictive of marijuana use with
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high school and college students.
Odell, & Pesys

An earlier

survey by IaDriere,

(1975) found " ... 100% of the high school [marijuana]

users •.• rated the pleasure of the high as one (if not the only) reason
for use" (p. 303).
Alcxhol, too, is expected to erihance pleasure.
Burnham (1972)
drugs.

Yancy, Nader,

&

studied adolescent perceptions of reasons youth use

"More than half of the students (55.4%) stated that youth begin

to use alcohol becasue it was pleasurable" (p. 741).

'Ihus, it appears

a belief that drug use is pleasurable may be predictive of its use, arrl
the ability of the drug to deliver a pleasurable experience solidifies
the J:elief structure, While reinforci1l3 continued usage.

Belief is

enhanced by experience, and the initiate then is able to confinn arrl
canmunicate this belief to others.
Once learned.,

ex~ctation

of outcanes also can shape behavioral

responses causing a placebo effect as in the following study reported
by the National

Institute on Alcchol Abuse

am

Alccholism (1978):

Subjects' expectations about alcohol are highly relevant:
tmse who eelieve1 they had drunk alcchol acted nore aggresively than those who thought they had consumed a nonalcdlolic beverage, regardless of the actual contents of
the drinks. (p. 54)
In this

situation, the in:1ividuals'

exercisoo

cCXjnitive control of

their behavior l::ased on personal expectations of the drugs effeet.
Attitude toward the act, arrl

ex~ctation

of outcanes of drug

consunption continually interact with, and resp::>nd to individual perceptions of internal

am

external events.

We may conceptualize the

substance user as one who has "numerous needs that are percieved as
beill3 satisfiErl to some degree by the drug .•. " (Gorsuch & Butler, 1976,
p. 132).

While the individuals' perceived need and behavioral resp::>nse
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may ranqe fran curious experimentation to canpulsive conslllll.ption, certain
internal personal correlates apµ=ar to separate ex?=rimenters fran potential drug abusers.

Goodman ( 1972) identified t'IX) daninant predependency

motives, psychic pain arrl inability to cope.

While the auth:>r proposes

that inability to co:pe is the predominant prede:pendency rroti ve, this reviewer suggests that it may

~11

be rome degree of psychic pain, with

which the individual is unable to cope that triggers abusive drug consumption.

Scherer et al., ( 1972) note that the irrlividual who is a

chronic hard drug user " ••• will he lacking a realistic solution to his
problems" (p. 120). Thus, it seems likely that psychic pain

am

inabili-

ty to cope both will be evident in those who become chemically dependent.
Ex~riencin:J

drug consumption.

a decrease in discanfort is an ex?=cted outcane of
Alcohol often is

~rceived

irq tension, anxiety, arrl general depression.
however.

to be a means of relievIts efficacy is equivocal

McClelland (1971) states that five or six drinks were neces-

sary to significantly reduce the anxiety tlx>ughts of college male subjects.

On

the other harrl, Williams, ( 1966)

found that at noderate

levels of consumption, adolescent problem drinkers ex:perienced

some

decrease in anxiety, however, severe intoxication did not seem to relieve these symptoms, arrl often mcrle them worse.

If severe intoxica-

tion does not relieve male adolescents' psychic pain, then motivation
for progressive intoxication beyorrl a level of initial tension arrl
depression relief cannot be explained as the direct effeet of the
drug in decreasirg this pain.

Other J.X>Ssible rotives, includi119 low

self-esteem and male gender role conflicts will be discussed later.
Research by G:>rsuch

&

Butler ( 1976) suggests the C03nitive state
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of tx>redorn is related to mental anguish and may disp:>se an individual
to drug exferirnentation arrl use.

Internal sensation seekirg irrli vi-

duals appear to require greater stimulation than is available from
their environment.

Drug consumption may relieve the distress caused

by a lack of adequate external stimulation (pp. 129-130).
Because marijuana causes

the person to focus on the present

(Melges et al., 1971), while decreasing sensitivity to external events,
resp:msiveness to internal events appears t.o be enhanced durirg marij uana intoxication (Tinklenberg et al.,
Eisenman, Grossman, arrl Goldstein,

1972) •

An investigation by

( 1980) of the fersonality traits

associated with marijuana use yielded the following:
The only dimension of novelty seekirg siqnificantly
related to frequency of marijuana use was internal sensation seekirg. As frequency of marijuana use increased,
internal sensation seeking increasea ••• After 2 years of
marijuana use, desire for novelty decreases significantly... [that is] there is a significant drop in expressed
boredan, or conversely, increased satisfaction with the
environment. At the same time, however, there is no decrease in crlventuresomeness or any fonn of novelty seekirg.
It appears that traits of crlventuresomeness or novelty
seekirg are motivated by somethirg other than tx>re:lan, at
least as far as the rneasures we used are concerned. (pp.
1016, 1018)
Thus lorg term arrl frequent use of marijuana may not be motivated by
boredom.

Victor, Grossman, & Eisenman (1973) noted that "multiple drug

users ••• scored much higher than the marijuana-only group on internal
sensation novelty seeking ••• "

(p. 84).

The research suggests that

frequent arrl lorg term marijuana users, arrl the multipe drug users want
and/or need greater degrees of internal sensation stimulation.
IDw Self-Esteem
In his lorgitudinal study of junior high school students Kaplan
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{1977), tested a general theory of deviant behavior.

'Ihe theory postu-

lates a " ••• self-esteem mtive, accoroirg to which a person ergcges in
deviant activites in order to restore a sense of self previously damaged

by sel f-deval ui rg
Kandel, 1980).

ex~ riences

in his/her membership group" {ci tro in

Kaplan's research supports the hypothesis that negative

self-feelirgs are predictive of deviant behavior includil)3 drug use.
Kandel (1980) summarizes Kaplan's findings:
••• high initial levels of self-rejection an:J lowerirg in
self esteem over time predicted subsequent involvement in
one or more of 22 deviant behaviors, amn::J them the use
of alcohol, marijuana, arrl narcotics ••• initiation of a
deviant activity was followed by a reduction in negative
self-image... {pp. 255-256)
A review of the literature on personality correlates of crlolescent problem drinkers identified them to be characteristically " ••• lackin:J in personal controls, as evidenced by relatively high a;{gressiveness
arrl impulsiveness ••• relatively low self-esteem, high anxiety, depression, arrl general lack of success in the attainment of life goals"
(Braucht, et

al.,

1973).

Drinkirg

behavior also increases during

stressful situations Yhich were perceived to be threatenirg to one's
self-esteem {NIAAA, 1978).
I.Dw self-esteem as well as low expectation of achievement may be
self-produced conditions of distress. When one's behavior or accanplishments bri03 a sense of self-criticism or failure, defensive reactions
such as excessive drug consumption, which avert or lessen discanfort,
are reinforced ( Barrlura, 1977, p. 141).

Alcchol is seen as esi;ecially

functional in that it anesthetises any psydlic pain.
son to erg age in disinhibi ted behavior which can

re

It allows the per-

perceived as rocially

acceptable because it is provoked by alcohol, at the sam: time relieving
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the individual

of resµ:>nsibility

for

such behavior

(Arnao,

1976).

IDw Value On, and Expectation Of Achieverrent
As discussed in Olapter three, low valuing of achievement is correlated with initiation to drug use.
as not

being

able

lower self-esteem.
deficient.

to

perfonn

The learnErl perception of oneself

adequately

may

also

contribute

to

However, not all rrarijuana users are academically

In a study of high school students, Green, Blake, Carboy, &

Zerhausen, (1971) were able to distinguish two groups;
and low perforrrance rrarijuana users.

high i:erfonnance

"'Ihe high-performance user was

found to re intelligent, alert, confident, ar:d sensitive, ¥.bile the lowperfonnance user was depicted as being shy, cynical, unstable, and less
able to handle

abstract thinking"

(Braucht et al.,

1973, p.

100).

Thus, the stereotype of the marijuana user as an underachiever
does not necessarily mld.

The low expectation of achievement correlate,

as with others, may be relevant only when conibined with other personal
arrl environmental factors .
High Rebelliousness
The personality characteristic of rebellious behavior often is
cited as an antecedent correlate of drug use (Hogan, Mankin, Conway &
Fox, 1970; Karrlel, 1980).

Huba, Wingard, & Bentler's (1980) 1003itudinal

data attempts to explain why this association has occurred, and disputes
the trait-attribution notion:
Within this context, the empirical firrling that rebelliousness tends to dispose an individual to drug use .••
rray be theoretically interpreted as follows: rebellious
tendencies predispose an individual to belong to a counter
nonnative subculture, but only some of these subcultures
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represent supp::>rt systems for drug use of various fonns.
(p. 277)
The authors

conclude

that irrlications

of

small degrees

of deviant

behavior such as rebelliousness do not significantly increase prediction
of a:lolesent. drug use.
High Adventuresaneness and Risk Taking
Curiosity is given as the primary reason for ever trying marijuana
by over 60% of adolescents surveyed ( Eisterhold,
1979; Yancy et al., 1972).

Mu:rphy,

& Beneke,

Clearly, adolescents are cognizant of legal

and social sanctions against their use of licit and illicit drugs.
Choosirg to
adventurous.

experiment. with chemical

substances is both risky an:1

Once curiosity is satisfied, and the novelty of adventure

wanes, does risk takirg, as a

~rsonal

behavior detenninant charge?

'Ihe analysis of Sadava & Forsyth (1977) revealed that large p::>sitive
chan1es in risk values were found to predict high fre::iuency of marijuana
use.

Arrong single criterion predictive of multiple drug experi.Irentation

were personal factors of " .•. high values for irrleperrlence, peer
confonni ty, and risk; high social alienation, tolerance of deviance,
arrl drug use; [arrl] lOW' delay of gratification, time perspective, [arrl]
expectancies for interpersonal trust .•• 11 (p. 219).
1':M Inpulse Control / LON Delay of Gratification

Graham

&

Cross (1975) found adolescents who do becane substance

users to be disdainful of rules arrl autoori ty,

favoring

11
•••

personal

experience and happiness, doing What feels good, and individual choice
as criteria for detenninirr.J personal rehavior and values" (p. 104) •
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'lhese subjective standards for decision-making suggest a low degree of
impulse control or, conversely, a high valuing of irrmediate gratification.

IDw impulse control and low delay of gratification are correlated

with chemical substance use arrl abuse in much of the literature (Green
et al., 1971; Hogan et al., 1970; Victor et al., 1973).

Research by

Sadava arrl Forsyth ( 1977) found high risk values, low delay of gratification, arrl lower personal locus of control to suggest reduced personal
control as frequency of marijuana use increased ( p. 224).

As with other behavioral correlates, impulsivity does not always
lea:l to drug involvement.

Impulsive behavior may be a resp:mse to other

internal personal factors which are expressed in this manner.

Once

discoverErl however, the ability of drugs to provide alnost irranediate
sensate change serves to reinforce continued, possibly uncontrolled drug
ui:e/ct>use in impulsive

~rsons.

High Independence
Reduced personal control seems antithetical to the value a:lolescents place on perceiving themselves as being in control and projecting
irrleperrlent behavior.

Tucbr, Petersen,

&

Elifson, ( 1980) determined that

adolescent drug users were highly independent from their parents but not
oo irrleperrlent fran their peers.

This research " ••• did not supi:ort the

hypothesis that the more indepmdent the adolescent is from peers the
less the likelioooo of drug use" (p. 793).

Jesror, Jesror, arrl Finney

(1973) found that junior high school marijuana users " ••• value achievement less arrl irrleperrlence more than nonusers arrl also also srow a greater discrepency between the two values, in the direction of

inde~ndence,
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than do nonusers" (p. 6).

'!his value orientation was evident in the

high school sample as well, and is linked to marijuana use by conceiving marijuana consumption as a behavior which can " ••• serve to repudiate
autoori ty, to lay a claim on a more mature status, or to cope with the
frustrations of assigned irrmaturity" (p. 13).

Similarly, Carman ( 1973)

suggests that " ••• drug use may be rrnre directly related to preferences
for independence, freedom from interference by others, and the opfX)rtunity for autonarous decision maki03" (p. 737).
In this context, all drug use may be perceived by crlolescents
(who are subject to much regulation on the basis on their age-status)
as a means of expressing independence as well as protesti03 or rejecting
rocial arrl legal sanctions.
Low Interpersonal Trust
Scrlava

&

Forsyth ( 1977) found that an irrlividual 's perception of

a drug as having high positive functions and low negative functions were
rrost predictive of drug use (p. 224).

High frequency marijuana use was

predicted by "relatively low interpersonal trust scores, specifically
in the peer trust subscale ••• " ( p. 224) •

A

picture emerges of an

individual who may be characterized as a loner.
In canbination with chan;Jes toward greater social alienation, and high values for independence with regard to
both family arrl peers, the pattern suggests personal isolation associated with high frequency, while the positive
loading on positive instrum:ntal ftmctions sugqests something intentional in this isolation. (Sadava & Forsyth,
1977' p. 224)
Usirg data fran analyses of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory ( MMPI) resfX)nses, McAree, Steffenhagen, arrl Zheutlin ( 1969)
fotmd marijuana only users to be canp:ircble to the control group.
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However, multiple drug users ranked high on the schizophrenia scale
'Which represents

11
•••

withdrawal, poor interi;:ersonal relationships,

aloofness and the inability to express errotions ••• " (Braucht et al. ,
1973, p. 101).
The idea of intentional isolation raises the question of notives
for self-isolation.

On one hand one may have internalized a perception

of eocial situations as beirg unrewarding arrl/or hostile arrl threatening,
causing a resp:::>nse of withdrawal inward.

In this instance drug use

'WOUld 'tecane highly functional and facilitative, arrl concentration on
here-and-nON, internal life events would allow one to disassociate fran
the environment without .irrmediate perceived anpt.yness.

en the other hand, when the adolescent is insecure or ambivalent
with interpersonal peer relationships, the terrlency to withdraw may be
attenuated by the perception of drug use as a means to achieve a peer
group inclusion.

Graham

&

Cress

(1975)

identified a

11
•••

fear

of

isolation or being left out .•• " in drug users, while Scherer et al. ,
( 1972) observed that chronic drug users have

11
•••

an abnonnal desire to

be looked UFOn favorably" (p. 120).
Adolescents who have little sense of wannth an:::1 'beloIJ3iIJ3ness'
with their parents, and who are insecure in peer relationships may also
perceive a lack of carinJ fran people in their school environnents.
Graham

&

Cross

(1975) have

stated

11
•••

'As

the drug users could easily

conceive that no one carerl about what they did ..• such an attitude would
have wide implications for their behavior" (p. 104).

GENDER IDLE OORRELATES
Differential socialization practices influence adolescent gender
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role developrrent.

Individual perception of gender behavior expectations

are shaped by reinforcement and rrodeling during infancy, and continue
to be defined throughout adolescence and adulthood.

Perceived socio-

cultural expectations projected by family merribers, peers, arrl nedia
personalities interact with personal conceptions of self in relation

to perceived rrodels, an::l salient rewards or punishrrents for behavior.
The emerging gender role identity will influence subsequent behavior
an::l personal requirements for self-approval.
O'Neil ( 1981) defines the concepts of gender role conflict and
strain as follCJV.JS:
Gender role conflict is a psychol03ical state in 'Which
gender roles have negative consequences or irrpact on the
_r:erson or others. The ultimate outcane of this conflict
is the restriction of the person's ability to actualize
their hunan p:>tential or the restriction of someone
else's potential ••• Gender role strain is excessive mental or physical tension caused by gen:ler role conflict
and the effects of masculine, feminine, or andro:JY110US
roles. (p. 203)
Rigid gerrler role socialization is likely to create gerrler role conflict
and strain.
Male
Male adolescents are more likely than females to use an:1 abuse
all categories of licit and illicit drugs (Kandel, 1980).
~rcentage

While the

of male and female adolescents "Who ever drink or use mari-

juana does not differ significantly, alm::>st twice as many male adolescents are problem drinkers,

arrl twice as

many are daily marijuana

users, canpa.red to female adolescent problem drinkers and daily marijuana users (Johnston, Bachman, & O 'Malley 1979b; NIAAA, 1978).
Mary Cover Jones (1968), using longitudinal data gathered during
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junior high school, senior high school, and adulthood, outlined a number
of

~rsonality

characteristics Which differentiated male problem drinkers

fran male non-problem drinkers at these three stages of their lifespan.
By identifying personality characteristics prior to onset of alcchol

use, and tracking personality correlates and
Jones identified

~rsonality

features

early

alcohol use patterns,
in

adolescence

Ylhich

appeared to predisfX)se males to subsequent problem drinking.

Male

pre-problem drinkers dif fere:l fr an male pre-nonnal drinkers mainly in
the degree to Which specific personality traits were present.
traits Which were evident at the
through adulthood

include:l,

'I'hose

junior high level and maintaine:l

uncontrolled

irrpulsive and extroversive

behavior {such as mstility, assertiveness, and rebelliousness),
sensitivity to criticism,

over-enphasis on masculinity and inability

to maintain adequate interpersonal relationships {pp. 8-10).

vJhile assertive and irrpulsive behavior Which projects a rrasculine
image may enhance same-sex interrelationships during the latency

~riod

{Jones, 1965) , these sarre characteristics ma.y cause conflicts during
adolescent male-female grcup fonnation.

The high value this sample of

male pre-problem drinkers placed on rrasculine behavior indicates an
underlyinJ socialization prOC'ess Which models and

rewards masculine

behavior While punishing non-masculine behavior.
In his excellent discussion of male gerrler role conflict and
strain O'Neil {1981) suggests: "Yilen a man fears his feminine side he
really fears that others will see him as stereotypically and negatively
feminine" {p. 206).

Fear of femininity in self, or confused sexual

identiy may cause the male adolescent to overreact arrl canpensate by
exhibiting such behavior as toughness,

aggressiveness and excessive
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alcohol consumption (McClelland, 1971).

Parker (1969) found that male

college students with strong alcdlol disµ>sitions wanted to te perceived
as bei119' masculine, however they were unable to identify personally with
masculine traits.

Alcohol consumption may be perceived as useful for

maintaining a masculine facade and

for assuaging internal distress

caused by lack of integration and acceptance of the traits attributed
to the "feminine" self.
Issues of control, p:>wer, and dominance also surface when considering male gender role conformity arrl alcohol use.
'!he s:>cialized masculine mystique suggests that control,
power, arrl canpetition are essential to proving one's
masculinity. Control arrl power are vital to a man's
positive self-image, and canpetition is the vehicle to
obtainin:.;J ooth. (O'Neil, 1981, p. 207)
In his extensive cross cultural research of psychosocial correlates
of male drinkirq tehavior McClelland (1971), concluded that the excessive
male drinker " ••• is the man with an excessive need for personal power
who has chosen drinking as the way to accentuate his feelirgs of µ:>wer"
(p. 78).

McClelland' s research reveals the cognition arrl affect under-

lyirg male :t;x:>wer tmughts at different levels of alcohol intoxication.
Two kinds of :t;x:>wer thoughts eirerge.

One is an altruistic :t;x:>wer, of

exercisirg influence on tehalf of others.

This type of :t;x:>wer thought

predominates after one to three drinks.

The second kind of :t;x:>wer

toought involves a::Jgressive daninance CNer others.

With heavier drink-

ing, fear anxiety thoughts and altruistic thoughts decrease, and aggressive daninance th::>ughts prevail.

It is p:>ssible that increased

positive feelings of :t;x:>wer, and power concerns are either enhanced or
expressed through the act of drinking (McClelland, 1971).
Because iren fear other

~n

will devalue them for less than maximum
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masculine behavior, control, power, and interpersonal canpetition are
used to establish
1981).

~rsonal

su~riority

in group situations {O'Neil,

111.at drinking exacerbates these conditions is evident in research

reporta:l by NIAAA

{1978):

"When male

social

drinkers drank

in a

ccmpetitive group situation, inter-personal aggression increased significantly" {p. 54).

It further asserted that "In contrast, When male -

female couples interacted in an unstructured way, neither aggression nor
oostility increased systernci.tically in the drinking subjects" {p. 54).
It appears that the men's perception of required behavior changed
with the environmental charge.

duction of

females

This revieYJer suggests that the intro-

into the group provided opportunity

for

covert

sexist behavior, thus relievirlJ the neerl for overt aggressive derronstrations of dominance.
Clearly, adolescent males
nature.

ex~rience

strain arrl conflict as they

External social arrl cultural influences throughout their lives

continue to influence an:1 encourage them to aspire toward a stereotypical
male image.

~nial

and repression of facets of the self may occur vJhile

tryirg to fit into the valued masculine model.

Subsequent incongruity

may become manifest in sorre fonn of psychological or physical distress.
Means of coping with the pain, and avoidance of the stresses of becaning
the culturally acceptable male include alcohol and drug consunption
am abuse.
Female
That female adolescent chemical substance abuse occurs less frequently than it does for males may be a result of differential gender
role rocialization an:1 cultural

ex~ctations.

Female children tradi-
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tionally are protected by the family,

socialized to adhere to estab-

lisha:l starrlards of feminine behavior (p:issive, sul:missive, confonning),
and are not rewarded for characteristically male behavior such as assert-

i venes s arrl

rebelliousness.

alcohol experience
1971).

in

the

More wanen than rnen have their
context

of

the

family

setting

first
(Jones,

In situations 'Where the family rrodels resp:msible alcdiol use,

female adolescents are likely to learn socially appropriate alcohol
constuniIX] behavior (Mercer, Hundleby,

&

Carpenter,

1978).

In h:>rnes

Where there is an alcoholic p:irent, Jones (1971) reports that female
adolescents are more likely to react to the alccholism (especially a
father's alcoholism) by becaning light drinkers or abstainers.
In her

longitudinal

study of a

female

sample in junior high

school, senior high school, and adulthocx:1, Jones (1971) detennined that
female problem drinkers,

~re

in contrast to male problem drinkers,

substantially different from nonnal drinkers of their same sex.
prisiIXJly, the

female

problem drinkers

an::l

female

Sur-

abstainers

had

several similar personality characteristics Which emerged early and
reroainErl through their adult years.

The p:ittern suggests that both

groups may have inada;Iuate coping skills (p. 63).

Jones (1971) outlines

the personality correlates irrlicative of female _pre-problem drinkers
arrl abstainers:

They are self-defeating, vulnerable, pessimistic, withdrawn; they feel guilty, sanatize, and project feelings.
'Ihey are less pra:luctive, incisive, in::lepen::lent, an::l selfsatisfied with fewer interests and with lower aspiration
levels than nonnal drinkers. (p. 63)
fbwever, certain

personality

problem drinkers fran abstainers •

traits

differentiate

the

female

While the abstainers were found to

rerrain conventional and errotionally controlled, the problem drinkers
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were judged to be

11
•••

suhnissive as youngsters,

[and] rebellious as

adults" (Jones, 1971, p. 64) •
Female pre-problem drinkers also were fotmd to share some cannon
personality charactistics with male pre-problem drinkers.
were sensitive to

criticism, hostile,

Notably they

mprerlictable, arrl irrpulsive.

'Ihe sum of their personal behavior indicates that they would be likely
to have

difficulty maintaining

interpersonal

relationships

(Jones,

Those attributes Which distinguished female pre-problem drinkers

1971).

fran their male

comterparts,

include ter:rlencies toward depression,

self-negation, and distrust (p. 68).
DrinkinJ excessively may

be

a

way the

female

can

"mitigate

feelings of despondency and inadequacy" (Jones, 1971, p. 63).

Waren

\\ho recane problem drinkers often suffer fran deep arotional pain and
may be subject to social isolation.

Unlike men whose "machisno" image

often is erihancErl by alcdlol consurrpt.ion arrl abuse, excessive drinking
by women is subject to social criticism and personal censure.
quently VJOnen are rrore likely to

conceal

Conse-

their drinkiIXJ patterns.

Because socialized gender role stereotypes are pervasive,

con-

centratinJ on personality traits prerlictive of male and female problem drinking may be extremely beneficial in designing intervention
am prevention prCXJrams.

Rigid gerrler role definitions restrict self-

expression for both males and females.
qui rements, caribinErl with

~rsonal

Perceived environmental re-

ex~ctation

and self-evaluation may

set up a condition Which causes severe internal pain for adolescents,
arrl may,

in pirt, explain their desire to firrl solace arrl canfort

through drugs.

'Ihe impact differential gender socialization has on

increasirg pressure on crlolescents to use arrl abuse chemical substances
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should alert educators, counselors arrl the general public. Ameliorating
rigid

ex~ctations

for male arrl female gerrler role behavior may help

prevent future adolescent chemical substance abuse.

SUMMARY
While rrodeling effects of parents, peers arrl others (such as teachers arrl rredia idols) contribute to the a:folescent 's development of attitudes toward drug use, the individuals' perceptions of am experiences
with chemical substances may be more irn:r;ortant in developin:j attitudes
and behavior patterns (Cbrsuch & Butler, 1976).
Initial use of any drug appears to te deperrlent u:r;on an attitude
favorable toward use, arrl a perception of the drug as being pleasurable.
Use patterns terrl to be established on the basis of conscious or
unconscious need, am the perceived ability of the drug to fill the
need (reinforcement) •
A parallel continuum illustrates how levels of use develop relative to personal detenninants:
INITIATION
CURIOSITY

SOCIAL/RECREATIOOAL
INCREASE PLF.ASURE

PROBLEM/ABUSIVE
DECREASE PAIN:
UNABLE 'IO OOPE

CHRrnIC
DEPENDENCE:
RFLil'QUISH
SF..LF-CONTROL

'Ihe individual's placerrent within this continuum in

}?art

is dependent

up:m the degree to which internal personal correlates are q:>erative.
Some personal correlates may span all levels of invol verrent, but be
more intense

in one person over another.

sensation requirements, risk
control.

taki~,

An initiate who becanes a

These

include

internal

value of independence, arrl impulse
rocial or recreational user may

perceive the drug to reduce anxiety, enhance feelings of peer efficacy,
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and/or diminish sensations associated with gender role conflicts and
strain.

Heavier users may exp:rience these same effects arrl also pos-

sess additional p:rsonal correlates of low expectations for achievement,
low self-esteem, low

~er-trust

arrl intense psychic pain.

Inability to

cop:, combined with increasing druq dependence growing out of problem
use may lea::l to dlronic use, withdrawal fran social responsibility arK1
relinquishment of personal control over the self.
Attributirg drug use/abuse to either environnental support systems
( ie. parents,

~ers)

or personal characteristics (i.e. genetic pre-

disµ:>siton or crldictive

~rsonali ty)

research (Sadava & Forsyth, 1977).

does

not oold up to empirical

Drug usinc;} behavior is precipitated

by a reciprocal interaction process invol vi119 l:x>th internal personal
factors, and environ:m=ntal forces.

The complex and unique mixture of

internal arrl external variables determines the irrli vidual 's level of
involvement (or noninvolvement) with licit and illicit drugs.

"Although

the researd:l literature can identify drug users/abusers with given
p:rsonal attributes, [and fran given environmental systems] one cannot
predict or infer that these attributes lecrl inevitably to drug problems ••• " (Sadava

&

Forsyth, 1977, p. 237).

Environmental determinants rrost salient to predictirg drug use or
abuse include parents and peers.

Ible rrndeling of drug use/abuse by

by significant others, low affinity in parent-child relationships, arrl
either high need for peer support or low peer trust, appear to be
predictive of increased levels of crlolescent drug involvement.
Personal determinants rrost salient to drug use/abuse precipi tat ion include psydlic pain, inability to eq>e arrl a p:rception of the drug
usage as fulfilling positive functions (increased pleasure, decreased
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pain).

f'.bre intense feelings of need and greater perception of drugs as

helpful produce increased drug involvement.
Personal and social ramifications of drug abuse and dependence
necessitiates a continuing effort on the rart of helping professionals
to understand predispositional contingency sets active anong adolescent

drug users •

Intervention, prevention, an:l rehabilitation procedures

must recognize and address the multiple intertwining systems operative
in drug usir:g arrl abusing l:ehavior.

Thus a group counseling program is

proposed as an effective intervention nodel Which is sensitive to the
intellectual arrl

psychol03ical

develcpmental

neoos

of adolescents.

CHAPrER V

A MODEL FOR GROUP IN'rERVENTION
INI1RODUCTIOO
So long as drugs exist, adolescent drug experimentation and social-

recreational use of these substances is 1 ikely to occur.

Efforts aimed

at eradicating all chemical substance use w::>uld appear to be frustrating
arrl futile.

Therefore, a rrore realistic program goal may be drug abuse

prevention am intervention.

M:>reover' if the drug abuse prevention

pro:Jrarn also fosters prevention of drug use, then it would exceed
expectations of its purposes.
Because imi vidual behavior is influenced by numerous environmental
systems, a prevention and intervention program which includes environmental elements seems likely to have a greater d1ance of ef fectirg desirable change over time.

The proposed rrodel for group intervention addres-

ses the issue of environmental forces actirg ui;on the individual throughout the ten session program.

However, no one person nor one ins ti tut ion

can be ex:p2cted to dlarge a:lolescent drug usirg attitudes arrl behaviors.
Schools which have tried operating programs without coordinating involvement of irrlividuals arrl agencies across the canmunity have
little success (Aubrey,

1973).

ex~rienced

'Therefore involving other canrnunity

institutions arrl agencies as well as y:arents arrl the student p::>pulation
in the change process is highly desirable.

Cormnuni ty and sch<x>l druq
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prevention programs which work together may be nnre likely to identify
children fran drug deperrlent families, arrl develop suP{X>rt groups for
these young children (Black, 1979).

An example of a successful rrodel

for activatin;J public arrl parent awareness,

integratirg

cammmity

programs (law enforcement and drug rehabilitation) with school administrative rx>licies arrl procedures is operatin::; in the Vancouver School
District, in Vancouver, Washington.
Schools have a unique opfX)rtunity to cpen their procedural policies
to greater student involvement.

Due to status laws, adolescents are in

an uncanfortable state of beirg told to

res~ct

arrl upoold the principles

of denncracy without actually participating in the denncratic process.
In his fine sumnation of a school prCXJram aimed at ranovirg drug usage
from the school campus, Wright (1979) outlines a set of principles and
policies which
He

ap~ar to

be applicable to a nurrber of school environments.

suggests " ••• students are in a much better position than principals

arrl teachers to transform schools in desirable ways"

(p. 48).

By

providing students with channels to become involved in the decision
makirg procedures, students came to perceive themselves as part of the
power structure of the school.

Students recognized a need to get drug

abuse off campus arrl developed the prCXJram they wanted to enact toward
that goal.

'!his meaningful participation of crlolescents fostered trust

arrl personal investment in the prCXJram outcanes.

With such a vast

resource of energy and :p:>tential for i::iositive change-making available,
schools may well

re

cdvised to examine their own 'power motives' arrl

reassess J;X)licies and procedures in this light.
Because drug education prcgrams whose primary purposes are to dispense infonnation about drugs and their psychological and physiological
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effects appear to be of questionable value (Horan, 1974; Stuart, 1974;
Vcgt, 1977).

The proposed group intervention model emphasizes nnre in-

direct methods. While outcomes may be nnre difficult to measure (Horan,
1974), concentrating on the internal, affective forces operative in
the adolescents life,

as well as external

influences conducive to

potential chemical substance abuse, is justified by the literature
herein reviewed.

'Ihus,

sessions one through seven of the proposed

prCXJram integrate reCOJnizirg arrl building positive personal copirg
skills, a need

identified in Chapter IV.

Positive interrelationship

development, found to J:e an integral issue surrounding adolescent drug
abuse (Chapter III and IV) , is intrinsic to the group method and is
emphasized in s;essions four, five arrl six.

Enhancing positive self-

concept, a need identified in Chapter IV, is developed during sessions
seven arrl eight.

.Adolescent attitude towaro the act and expectation

of outcomes of drug abuse are addressed by integrating decision making
with personal values arrl lifestyle dloices through:>ut the model arrl
especially in session nine.
Attitudes toward drug use may prove highly resistant or reactive

to change.

Those a::lolescents who already resist socialization

into

culturally traditional roles, \\bile errlorsi03 nonconventional values
and behavior, may .be expected to resist traditional values oriented
treatment (Wingard, Huba, & Bentler, 1979).

Certain belief structures

surrounding drug use appear to be rrore reactive than others.

Schlegel

arrl Norris ( 1980) found that reliefs associatirg drug use with pleasure
are especially reactive.

Thus, while attempting to dispose adolescents

to h:>ld less favorable attitudes toward drug use, p:rsuasion which
portrays the activity as unpleasant may increase pcsi ti ve beliefs and
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strengthen behavioral intention.

It appears that appealing to other

canp:ments in the relief structure, especially perceptions of

~rsonal

control of actions while intoxicated, may reduce intentions arrl behavior

ngardirg marijuana

srroki~

(Schlegel

&

Norris, 1980).

Therefore, ses-

sions four and five of the proposed group intervention program stress
accepti1'l3 resp:msibili ty for personal b:havior dloices.
Carney's 1972 longitudinal examination of values clarification
prcgrams in public schools irrlicates that students who participated in
these classes had less initial use of alcohol an1 marijuana than those
who did not •

As Aubrey ( 19 73 ) has stated:

'Ihe decision-making process ••• to abuse or not abuse drugs,
is inexorably interwoven with the entire fabric of the individual' s value system. As a consequence all dn1q programs must begin anj errl with recOJnition of this reality.
(p. 5)

Regardless of

the

level

of drug

involvement

arrl

nature

intervention, peer saliency is generally high anong adolescents.

of

Where

family affinity is low, adolescent confidence in other crlult autoority
figures decreases.

Consequently these youngsters are likely to turn to

drug usi113 frierrls or former drug usin;J peers for help (Babst et al.,
1978). With this principle in mirrl, an ongoing drug use/abuse interven-

tion arrl prevention pro:Jrarn should train arrl utilize a']olescent peer
counselors for both individual and group counseling purposes (Bell,
1978).

In a:ldi tion to es tabli shi~ an attitude of acceptance and caring
about all adolescents, both the school and the guidance department can
best serve students by fosterirg a climate of trust arrl acceptance
toward drug ex:perimenting youth, without condoning the behavior (Aubrey,
1973). Adolescents need to feel the presence of non-judgmental attitudes
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of caring and accepting them as people.

It is posited that the school

guidance department can make a c.unrni tinent to assist a3olescents who are
engaging in (or contemplatirg) licit or illicit drug experimentation by
establishirg a group counselin;J program.

The next section proposes a

m:>del for a group counseling program within the public school setting
for the prevention of drug abuse.

A PK>GRAM FDR GIDUP COONSELIN3
Group counseling, with adequately trained facilitators, can provide a secure arrl canfortable environment corrlucive to self-exploration
and change.

By providing peer as well as adult role m:>dels, feedback,

arrl support systems, each irrlividual 's strergths may be enhanced, arrl
weaknesses diminished.
'!he proposed pr03ram will help counselors facilitate buildirg
those skills which have been identified as being helpful to adolescents
who are at the fX)int of mak:irg choices regaroirg initiation of chemical
substance use arrl abuse (Aubrey, 1973; Jessor et al., 1973; Jones, 1968;
Jones, 1971; Karrlel, 1980). The program is designed to help crlolescents
identify am rrodify personal coping behaviors; to learn new canmunication
arrl interpersonal relationships skills; to reC03nize arrl build ui;on
personal strengths;

to take

responsibility for personal decisions,

choices arrl behavior; arrl to integrate values, lifestyles, arrl life
goals with behavior choice arrl decision-making.

The program structure,

activities, arrl process are sequential, educational, arrl experiential in
nature.
Facilitators for this group must

re

knowledgeable about the topic

of chemical substance use aoo abuse, have a finn understanding of their
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values and attitudes, and derronstrate congruity between their language
arrl patterns
perceptive.

of behavior.

Adolescents are very sophisticated arrl

Uninformed and inadequately trained group leaders may do

rrore hann than good.
To ensure a productive group experience, attention is focused on
the selection of group members; duration,

frequency and length of

sessions; the setting; arrl, group lecrlership.
Selection of Group Members
Participants will

re

select Erl by the group facilitators through

careful screening of students who have been identified through infonnal
outreach efforts, referrerl by other school sources such as teachers,
counselors, administrators, or other students, referred by parents, and
self-referred.

Since the targets of the prQ:Jrarn are irrlividuals on the

verge of initiating drug activity, individuals who are ascertained to
be dlemically deperrlent will be referrerl

to rehabilitation therapy.

Prospective members are infonned that the group experience is
designerl to help p:irticipants learn more ct>out themselves arrl to develop
and refine carmunicating, copir:g, and decision making skills.

drugs will

re

While

an integral topic of discussion, the primary purp:>se of

the group is rrore than the dissemination of drug infonnation and sharing
of drug-related experiences.

The group will include only trose students

who have a carmi t:Irent to conscientious, introspective participation.
Facili taters will adhere to the school policies for securing parental
pennission.
A group of six to eight male

am

female crlolescents will encourage

diversity of experience and insure intimacy while providing for extensive
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individual participation.
Duration, Frequency, and Length of Sessions
'Ihe program consists of ten sessions, one per
about 90 minutes.

The first

SllJTUllarizing in nature.

~ek,

each lasting

aro last sessions are introductory arrl

Follow-up sessions will be determined from

student arrl facilitator fee:lback.

Durirg the course of each session,

time and consideration will be given to individual and group concerns.
'Ihe prCXJrarn is interrled to be flexible oo that sessions may be rrodified
and expanded by facilitators to fit the needs of the group members.

It

is not likely that all rrerrbers will have the same levels of need or
self-awareness.

Iherefore, facilitators may want to arrange concurrent

irrlividual counselirg sessions.
Setting
The env iromental
aesthetically pleasing.

setti113 srould

re

private, canfortable, arrl

An ideal sized room would accorrodate four or

five dyads mich do not physically or auditorily interfere with one
another. Furniture should be rroveable to adapt to group activities.
Group Leadership
Knowledgeable, professionally trained arrl self-confident facili tators are essential. Use of both adults and students as peer co-facilitators for each activity are recanmerrled in oroer to build trust, widen
perspectives, and provide immediately available role m::>dels.

The subject

matter involved requires that facilitators be infonned about drug usirg
behavior, and have undergone intense self-examination of their own
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behavior, personal biases, and attitudes toward drug use and abuse.
Facilitators must be able to draw up:>n their own knowledge arrl experiences to enhance the group experience without proselytizing or preaching
about chemical substance use arrl abuse.

Knowledgeable facilitators

will be able to supply appropriate printed information and make appropriate referrals.
SESSICN I: DEVELOPIN3 AWARENESS OF GROUP FUNCI1ICNS .AND
DEFINING RESroNSIBLE <liEMICAL SUBSTANCE USE
Purpose:

'Ib express structure, rules, arrl processes of the group; to

become acquainted with group members, their goals and expectations; and
to define resp:msible dlemical substance use.
Materials needed:
"Fee:lback"

Paper, pen or pencils, chalkl::x:>ard arrl chalk, handouts;

(A~rrlix

A), "Definition of Self-Disclosure" (Apperrlix B),

"Identifying Environmental Pressures" (Appendix C).
Activities:
1.

Large

Group Activity:

Introduction of group.

Instructions to

facilitators: a) Briefly introduce the co-facilitators, group members;
b) Discuss the rules of group (menbership, confidentiality, atterrlance,
promptness, participation). c) Using "Feedback" and "Self-Disclosure"
harrlouts, discuss rules for constructive feedback, definition of selfdisclosure, and the concept of concensus.
2.

Large Group Activity:

Time: 20 to 25 minutes.

Gettirg acquainted.

Instructions to

facilitator: a) Have group members walk around and nonverbally greet
one another (harrlshake, smile, nod).

b) After a few minutes have them

pick a person they would like to know better to talk with.

c) Instruct

them to sit down together arrl interview each other for five minutes.
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d) 'Ihen have pairs introduce each other by sharing information about the
other person to the group, tellirg four or five imfX)rtant thirgs about
their partner.

~rson

e) 'Ihe

who was introduced will add one rrore

iITlf:X)rtant piece of infonnation arrl describe his or her goals arrl
expectations for
3.

the

group

Small Group Discussion:

ex~rience.

Time:

35

to

40

minutes.

Definirg resfX)nsible substance use.

Instructions to facilitators: a) Randomly divide the group in half with
one facilitator per group.

b) Sit in two separate circles arx1 give

both groups the following assignment:
1.

As a group define: a) resp:>nsible dlemical substance use, arrl,

b) chemical substance abuse.
use.
2.

Concentrate on alcohol and marijuana

Be specific.

Cooose a recorder arrl a spokesperson to report your group's

definition to the large group.
3.

You must reach concensus within your group (everyone agrees at

least a little with the definition).
4.

Conplete the assignment within ten minutes.

Facilitators will note the roles assumed by various group members, and
encourage participation by all rnerrbers, arrl assist groups in rrovirg
toward concensus.
4.
use.

Time:

15 to 20 minutes.

Large Group Discussion: Definirg resp:msible chemical substance
Instructions to facilitators: a) Return to total group and have

sp:>kespersons report their groups definition.

b)

Facilitator will

write each definition on the chalkboard. c) The full group must then
negotiate arrl arrive at concensus about their definition. d) Write the
final definitions on the chalkboard and instruct group members to make
a copy for themselves before leavim.

Time: 10 minutes.
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5.

Allow the group members to reflect and make canments about their

observations, the definitions, arrl the exparience. Time: 5 to 10 minutes.
Handouts:

Facilitators may hand out selected material from lb It Now

Publications (Wo:r:den

&

Rosellini, 1981 ) , or fran the National Institute

of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism and the National Institute on Drug Abuse,
for group members to use as canparison with their group definitions.
Homework:

Instructions to facilitators:

Group members will keep a

loose leaf journal in which oomework assignments, harrlouts, baseline
data and behavior change progress will be recorded.
insights gainoo

durirg

the

group sessions

also

Experiences arrl
may be

included.

Information from journal recordin:J will be used in subsequent group
sessions.

Confidentiality concerns srould be a:ldressed by instructin;J

the group members to use colors, letters, or numbers rather than names
when identifyirg sp:cific people.
Instructions to students:

Durirg the next week identify environmental

sources exerting pressure upon you to use or abuse chemical substances
arrl record how you resp:)frl to the pressure.

Usirg the "Identifyit'B

Environmental Pressures" v.orksheet, determine who, what, where, when arrl
how the pressure occurs, arrl your resp:mse.
SESSION II:
Purp:>se:

IDENTIFYING COPING BEHAVIORS

'Ib develop awareness of feelirgs arrl thoughts, arrl how outward

behavior flows from inner perceptions; to recognize some personal coping
behaviors.
Materials needed:

Pen or pencils,

sheets: "Good Feelin:Js"

chalkboard

(Appendix D),

arrl

chalk,

"Bad Feelin:Js"

"Behavior Charge Plannirg Guide" (Apperrlix F) •

exercise

(Appendix E),
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Activities:
1.

Large Group Activity:

Identifyill3 feeli1l3s. Instructions to facili-

tators: a) Give each group member a "Gocrl Feelings" arrl a "Bed Feelings"

work sheet,

am pen or pencil.

b) On the "Good Feelings" sheet, instruct

students to list at least five different "good" or positive feelings they
have almost every day.

c) On the other, list at least five "bad" or

uncomfortable/negative feelings they have almost every day. d) When
students are finished, instruct them to think about each feeli:rg they
listed and next to it write a short, specific description of what they
do when they have that feeli:rg.
this process, for example:
by laughing a lot.
2.

Maki:rg "I feel" sentences may help in

When I feel nervous, I usually handle this

Time: 10 to 15 minutes.

Small Group Activity:

Identifying sources of feelings. Instructions

to facilitators: a) Have group members p:tir into dyads a."1d share their
lists with one another.

b) Using the left harrl column of their exercise

sheets, instruct them to help each other identify Yhether each feeling is
something that canes from within themselves, or is being influenced and
m:>deled by someone or somethi:rg outside of themselves.
3.

Large Group Activity:

Sharing feelings.

Time: 10 minutes.

Instructions to facilita-

tors: a) Return to large group arrl instruct members to choose one
:EX>Sitive and one negative feeling and share the feeling arrl its consequent behavior with the group.

b) Facilitators will rodel by recording

a feeling arrl behavior on the chalkboard. c) When all members have had
their turn you may wish to go around a secorrl time for tlx:>se who have
other feelings and behaviors they want to crld.
u~

the exercise to point out:

d) Facilitators will

Connonality or disparity of feeli:rgs to

build understanding of self in relation to others; how thoughts and
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feelirgs lead to actions; how our actions show our ways of coping
(includin:J drug use arrl abuse); arrl, v.hat we tell ourselves are the
reasons for our feelings arrl our behaviors.

4.

Large

Group Discussion:

facilitators:

a)

Hanework

Time: 35 to 40 minutes.

assignment.

Using the home"YK)rk assignment

Instructions

to

from the previous

session ask each group merrber to identify one particular environmental
pressure to use or abuse chemical substances from their own experience
(subs ti tut ion of color, nunber, letter is preferred when sp:cif ic people
are involved).

b) Facilitators will rrodel by disclosirg environmental
ex~rience.

pressure they

Go

around the circle until each member has

shared his or her experience with the group.
forces affect our internal tooughts
quent behaviors.

aro

Illustrate how outside

feelirgs as well as our conse-

c) Brainstorm alternative coping methods. Time: 35

to 4 0 minutes •
Instructions to students:

Hcm?YK)rk:

Monitor your own arrl observe

other people's coping methods during the next week. Devise a preliminary
plan to deal with the pressure you exp:rience to use or abuse chemical
substances.

Using the "Behavior Change Planning Guide" determine what

you could do tefore, during, or after the pressure situation to help
yourself.
goal?

What rewards could you give yourself if you achieved your

Brirg

these

preliminary

ideas

to

the

next

group session.

SESSION III: USING REIAXATION AND GUIDED FANTASY AS COPING METHODS

Purpose:

'lb

follow-up on observatons about copin:J methods; to provide

relaxation training through guided fantasy; to establish a specific
tehavior charge goal.
Materials needed:

Confortable chairs, or pillows in a carpeted roan;
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quiet, warm, easily darkened room.
Activities:
1.

Small Group Activity:

Behavior chafl3e goals.

facilitators: a) Divide into two groups,

Instructions to

one facilitator each.

b)

Facili taters will nndel arrl then ask each group merrber to use their
homework assignment to tell the group about one of their behavior change
goals, W'lat elements in their environment they will rrodify in the chame
process, and what rewards will be used to reinforce themselves.

b)

This is a time for the facilitators to make sure the goals arrl rewards
are specific and attainable.

c) Group members will be urged to share

their suggestions and encouragement.

d) Fran the observations group

members have made about their own and other p:oples coping behaviors,
facilitators will point out when abdication «rrl attributions of resix>nsibility occurs.

Help participants recognize when they are attributing

blame for their own J:ehavior to others, arrl when they may be acceptirg
someone else's resix>nsibili ty.

Use of 'here and now' examples will

help clarify the concept.

Time: 30 to 35 minutes.

2.

Guided fantasy.

Large Group Activity:

facilitators:
comfortable.
eyes.

a)

Return to full

Instructions to the

group arrl have participants get

Darken the room and ask group members to close their

b) You may use a pre-taped guided fantasy, or present your own.

'Ihe followin:J elements should be included:
1.

Up to five minutes concentration on ooep breathirg arrl "lettirg

go" of tensions with exhalations of breath.
2.

Ask participants to think of a sp:cial place that is all their

own where they can be comfortable and relaxed.

It may be at home

or away, a six>t in nature, or inside a roan, or a canix>site of
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places they have been.
3.

Guide them through each of the 5 senses, bril')Jirg detail arrl

dimension to their mental picture.

Sights, smell, tastes, sounds,

arrl touches will be intrcx:luced.
4•

They may be alone or with oomeone, so long as they can l::e

themselves, free from constraint and worry.

(Facilitators may

suggest natural settirgs such as the oceanside, rrountains, rnecrlows,
a private island, streams, places where it is warm and the sun
shines, to initiate the guided fantasy, arrl then concentrate on
asking the participants to bring details to their picture using
the 5 senses.
5.

Have the group slowly return to the present.

Tell them that

the place they created in their mind is one to which they can
return any time they wish.

Sanetimes just a quick remembrance

will help them to relax and cope with tense situations.

Caution

them that their sµ:cial place is not meant to be used as an
escape but rather as a means of getting in touch with their internal. self , arrl rel ax i rg •
c)

When everyone is back to the present, turn up the lights and form a

circle.

d)

AllCM participants to share their reactions to the exercise;

where they were arrl how they felt.
and rejuvenatirg experience.

Horrework:

This is usually a very refreshirg

Time: 45 to 50 minutes.

Instructions to students:

Initiate your behavior charge

plan, whenever you have carried out your plan during the week, be sure
to reward yourself!

Write the occurrences in your journal.

times when you did not follow-through with the plan.
"Behavior Charge Plannirg Guide" arrl notate the

Also rrention

Refer to the

s~cifics

involved.
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'Ihese will help you find new ways to help change in the future.

'Ihis

behavior charge plan will be orgoi113 throughout the remaining group
sessions.

You may use the process you are learning with many other

behaviors you may wish to alter in your lifetime.
SESSION IV:

ACCE.PI'ING

Purpose:

reinforce the concepts of p:rsonal

'lb

RESIDNSIBILITY FOR PERSONAL BEHAVIOR OIOICES

resp:msibility vs.

blaming or making attributions; to introduce concept of controlling
your own b:havior vs. giving p:>wer away; to reC03nize 'self-talk' as a
behavior shaper.
Materials needed:

Paper arrl pencils or pens.

Activities:
Large Group Discussion:
tators: 1.

a)

Hanevx:>rk assignment.

Instructions to facili-

Discuss the home\#.Ork assignment:

charge plan working for you?

"Is your behavior

Ask students: Are you reinforciJl3 yourself?

What kinds of resp:>nses are you getting from others?

How are you

feeling about it?" Time: 15 to 20 minutes.
2.

Large Group Discussion: Accepting Resp:>nsihility.

facilitators:

Instructions to

a) Using examples explain the difference between accept-

ing resp:>nsibility for our own decisions, and attributing blame to
others when we are unhappy with the consequences of our decisions.
Make sure all members derronstrate a

clear understandir¥J

resµ:msible for their own behavior, makir¥J

of

b)

being

choices arrl decisions,

experiencing consequences (both positive and non-positive), arrl the
terrlency to project or attribute blame to d:hers. Time: 10 to 15 minutes.
3.

Large Group Activity: Identifying Attributions of Resp:>nsibility.

Instructions to facilitators:

a) Co-facilitators enact a slx>rt drama of
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an errotion-packed a1versary relationship.
are up to co-facilitators for example:

'!he particular roles chosen
'IWo girlfrierrls arguing over

one ooyfriend, two workers arguing over a work schedule deadline, a
ncgging couple.

b) The dialCXJue sh:>uld provide abundant expressions of

feelings fran both people especially statements such as: "If it wasn't
for you", arrl "if only you didn't", "if it wasn't for you I'd ••• ", "You
make me feel. •• " "It's all your fault that I ••• ", "If they weren't all
against me I'd ••• ".

c) While the drama is beirg enactoo, group rnerrbers

are to identify and write down as many attributions of resp::>nsibility
as they can hear.

d) Allow 3 to 5 minutes.

e)

askinJ each person to share their observations.

G:> around the group

Ask: "lbw did it feel?

W1'u is resp::>nsible for your feelirgs? Who is in control of your tioughts,

feelings, and behavior?"

f) Explain how we give away p::>wer when we

'let' someone else 'make' us think,

feel, or behave.

drugs and alcohol also serve the same purpose:

Bring in oow

We give our personal

p:>wer to control our thoughts, feelin:js arrl behavior over to the drug,
and can attribute any problems which occur to the drug.

Time: 40 to 50

minutes.
5.

Large Group Activity:

facilitators:

Accepting Resp::>nsibility.

Instructions to

a) Have group members relax, close their eyes, and deep

breath for a minute or two.

b) Ask them to te aware of their 'here arrl

now' feelings. c) Facilitators start by saying: "N:>w I am feeling __ ,
arrl I am resp:msible for that".

Each member of the group will then use

the same phrase supplying their own feeling to the sentence.
3 to 5 times.

Go

around

The facilitator may errl the sequence by saying: "Now I

am feeling it is time to end our session, arrl I am responsible for
that! "

Time: 10 to 15 minutes •
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Hanework:

Instructions to students: Practice being aware of feelings

arrl decisions you make.

Mentally rehearse, "I am resp:msible for the

way I feel and the choices I make".

In your journal outline at least

two significant situations during the week.

One in which you firrl you

are attributing blame to someone else, and another one in which you
felt you

~re

receivirg attributions of blame fran someone else.

Notate

how you resp:mded, and what you were saying to yourself mentally at the

time.
SESSICN V: LIFE POSI'rIONS AND PERSONAL CONTROL

Purpose: 'Ib reinforce concepts of personal resp:>nsibility for controlling
behavior; to explore ways of copirg with receivirg attributions of blame.
Materials needed: Stopwatch, Harrlout of "I'm OK, You're OK" (Appendix
G), two "OK Corral" squares (Apperrlix H).

This is a Transactional

Analysis technique.
Activities:
1.

Discuss pr03ress on t:ehavior charge plan briefly.

experiencing difficulty may
counsel i rq •
2.

Large

be

referre<:1

for

'Any participant

additional

individual

Time: 5 minutes •
Group Discussion:

facilitators:

Hanework Assignment.

Instructions

to

a) Ask students: "How does it feel to take resp::msibility

for your own thoughts, feelirgs, arrl t:ehavior?

When you notice other

people attributing blarce to you for their own situations, what did you
do, say, think, feel?"

in their journals.

b) Ask group merrt>ers to share what they wrote

c) Ask: "What does the group menber' s resp:>nse to

the situation say about the way they are copirg?

How could they charge
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their response?

Would a different response change the behavior of the

other people involved?

Can we make other people dlarge?"

Time: 20 to

25 minutes.
3.

Large Group Activity:

Instructions to facilitators:

Life Positions.

a) Using "I'm OK, You're OK" handout, explain that what other people
say arrl

oo

toward us influences oow we feel

am

think about ourselves.

Although we cannot always change the circumstances around us, we can
charge tow we feel about ourselves.
attitudes and positions we assume.

Our life exµ:riences do inflt.Ence

b) Clarify any questions al::x)ut the

four life positions mentioned, pointing out that the positions we assurre
are influenced and reinforced by our own self-talk.
4.

Snall Group Activity:

"OK Corral".

Time: 10 minutes.

Instructions to facilitators:

a) Divide into two groups, one facilitator each. b) Using the "OK Corral"
square, the facilitators will derronstrate assuming the role printed in
each square.

Use "N:>w I am feeling __" statements.

group member do the same exercise.
square.

c) Have each

Allow 2 to 3 minutes in each role

d) Those group members who are not in the "corral" will act as

observers arrl recorders of the s:peaker's facial arrl physical gestures,
voice inflections and the statements made.

e) Then: Allow 3 to 5

minutes for each speaker to express his/her feelings about teing in
each "corral", arrl to receive feedback from group members right after
their turn.
Hanework:

Time:

65 to 75 minutes.

Instructions to students:

Continue m:mi toring your thoughts,

feelifl3S arrl tehaviors in difficult situations.
talk.

Listen to your self-

How does it influence your thoughts, feelings, and behaviors?

Who is resp:msible for that?
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SESSION VI:
Purpose:

BUILDING (X)MMUN!CATION SKILLS

'lb introouce arrl practice the third copirg skill:

Comnunica-

tions skills; clearer understanding and better inteq:ersonal relationships.
Materials needed:

Timing device.

Activities:
1•

Behavior dlarge prcgress reports.

2.

Large

Group Discussion:

facilitators:

3.

Large

Instructions to

a) Ask students: "How does your self-talk influence your

Time:

What life positons do you find you

10 to 15 minutes •

Group Activity:

facilitators:

5 minutes.

Hanework assignment.

thoughts, feeli1'l3s, and behavior?
are as sumirg?"

Time:

Ccmnunications Skills.

Instructions to

Introduce carununication skills as a way to deal with

unfair attributions and to develop nnre productive, rewarding, and new
relationships.
b)

Much mistmderstarrlirg stems fran unclear canrnunications.

Ask for 2 volunteers or select 2 verbal group members to role play

a conversation.

c)

One facilitator instructs one of the participants

to talk about a matter of

~rsonal

concern or interest without pause,

regardless of the partner's response.

d) Meanvtiile the co-facilitator

instructs the

respond

other

participant

to

canpreherrlirg or uninterested) statements.
2 to 3 minutes.
observes.
this.

with

irrelevant

The conversation will last

e) As the 2 enact their 'conversation' the group

f) Ask the partners to tell their feelings while ex~riencin:;J

g) Also ask the group to express their observations and feelings.

Time: 10 minutes.
4.

(non-

Continuation of Large Group Activity: Canmtmications Skills.
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Instructions to facilitators:

Usin;t two different group mellDers a) in-

struct one to talk about a subject of personal interest or concern;
and, b) instruct the other participant to resp::md during the conversa-

tion by

changi~

concern.

the subject to a matter of his or her own interest or

Allow 2 to 3 minutes for the conversation.

c) Ask partici-

pants to share what occurred and how they felt about it.

Ask: "Did

the conversation initiator feel listened to? Cared about?"

Time: 10

minutes.
5.

Small Group Activity: Paraphrase.

Instructions to the facilitators:

a) Describe paraphrase and derronstrate the skill of paraphrasing.

b)

Have the group form dyads to practice paraphrasirg their partners'
"feeling" statements.
dyads.

d)

c)

Facilitators will observe and assist the

Return to full group.

Ask row that felt: "Did you feel

you were being listened to and heard?"
6.

Time:

10 to 15 minutes.

Snall Group Activity: Negotiatirg for meanirg.

Instructions to fac-

ilitators: a) Derronstrate the skill of negotiating for meaning.

b) Have

the group form different dyads arrl practice ntqotiatir:g for meani03.
One partner makes a personal statement, and the other person res,POnds
sayi113 what he or she thinks was meant.

The two discuss arrl negotiate

until the originator of the statement can say the res,POndent has expressed the

original meanirg.

Each person does this as initiator arrl

resµ:mdent two to three times in sequence.
arrl assist the dyads.
7.

Time:

Large Group Discussion.

c) Facilitators will observe

15 to 20 minutes.
Instructions to facilitators:

to full group arrl discuss reactions.

a) Return

Ask students: "How did it feel

to listen to and resp:md with what you thought was meant?

Was it easy

or hatrl to negotiate for meanirg? Did you find you really felt 'heard'?"
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Homework: Instructions to students:

Observe others, and rronitor your

own carununication patterns during the week.

Practice canmunicating

with the paraphrase and negotiating for meaning methods with at least
2 different people.

Write about it in your journal.

Exercises used in this session have been adapted from: Johnson, D.W.
Reaching Out. En;Jlewcx:x:i Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall Inc., 1972.

SESSION VI I:

Puq:ose:

'Ib

ENHA~CING

POSITIVE SELF-OONCEPr

continue building copiOJ arrl

canrnunication skills;

to

identify strengths; to foster positive self-concept.
Materials needed:

Prepared 3x5 irrlex cards (Apperrlix I), paper, pencils

or pens.
Activities:
1.

Behavior goals prcgress report.

2.

Share homework assignment experiences.

3.

Small Group Activity:

facilitators: a)
b)

Time: 5 minutes.
Time: 5 minutes.

Personal Strergths.

Divide into 2

groups

Instructions t.o

one facilitator per

group.

Instruct group rneITbers to make two lists, one of their past accanp-

lishments, one of their perceived personal strengths.

c) Have each

person share his list with the group, the facili tat.or may m::>del by
going first.

d) When each member has completed reading their list,

the other group merrbers each crld one other observed strergth to that
person's list.

'Ibey do this by wri tirg on the 3x5 index cards provided,

arrl sayirg: "I see you as a person who_, arrl I believe this because
of _." e) 'Ihe person receiving the feedback is instructed to remain
quiet tmtil all group merrbers have given them their positive a:lditional
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strength statements.

f) Nhen all have canpleted giving their verbal

feedback, they i;ass their cards to that person.

g) Lrnmediately go to

the next person who will read his/her own list of accanplishrnents and
strergths.

Again the group provides a round of verbal feedback, accan-

panied by the 3x5 index cards.

h)

After all group mernbers have read

their lists arrl received feedback the group then discusses which was
easier; being the focus of positive feedback, or giving positive feedback? "wby is it hard to say arrl hear nice thir13s about yourself?
What happens
4.

when

you

like

yourself?"

Time:

Continuation of small group activity:

structions to

facilitators:

a)

60

to

70

minutes.

Identifyirg Barriers.

After discussion

the

In-

facilitators

will rrodel arrl have each group member ask °tJ.11e other group members to
help them identify attitudes, behaviors, or environmental forces
keepirg

them fran usirg

their

strergths.

feedback is essential at this p:>int.

b)

Honest

constructive

Wherever drugs infringe up:>n

the irrlividuals' strergths or their use of their stren;}ths, this sh:>uld
be acknowledged.

c) 'l'he participants should be encouraged to paraphrase

arrl negotiate for meanirg so that the feedback is understood accurately.
Time: 25 to 30 minutes.
Homework:

Instructions to students:

'lb the next group meetirg brirq a

list of at least one and no rrore than 2 or 3 strengths you would like
to build up:>n.

Identify any barriers affectirg/preventing/hirrlerirg

your use of that strength.

How might you overcane those barriers?

SESSI<l'I: VI II INCREASIN; IDENTIFIED STRElUI'HS

Purpose:

'lb establish goals for strength building;

to identify bar-

riers to achievi03 that goal; to rehearse ways of overcanirg barriers
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to goals.
Materials needed:

"Behavior Chan:Je Plannirg Guide". (Afl:lerrlix F)

Activities:
1.

Large Group Activity: Relaxation.

Lead the

Instructions to facilitators: a)

group through systematic muscle relaxation using a muscle

tension arrl release meth:>d, startirg with the harrls, arms, feet, legs,
chest, shoulders, and ending with the head. b) Ask the participants to
tighten each set of muscles mentionerl, feel the tension, slowly release
the tension, and focus on the heaviness and wannth of the released
muscles.
2.

Time: 10 to 15 minutes.

Lat:ge Group Activity:

Hane~rk

assignment. Instructions to facili-

tators:

a) One at a time ask the group members to share from their

home~rk

assignment the identified

strergth they wish to increase,

barriers they see in the way of achieving their goal, and ways they
might wercane th:>se barriers.

b) Have group members then ask the

group to help them identify any other possible barriers, and help them
firrl ways to 01ercane all the l:arriers that are present.

c) Facilitators

will be sure that goals arrl means of overcoming barriers are realistic
arrl attainable.

d) The various p:>ssible goals mentioned will require

that facilitators be flexible and spontaneous usirg role play, rrodeling,
brainstormirg, and b:havioral rehearsal as t.1-iey are applicable to help
the group members.
3.

Time: 55 to 60 minutes.

Continuation of

Large

Group Activity:

Instructions to facilitators:

Behavior Charge

Plan.

a) Using the "Behavior 01ange Planning

Guide" have each group menber write down their strergth goal as a
behavioral objective.
reward?

b) Ask: "What will be used as encourager.lent and

How will you know Wien you have achieved your goal?" Time: 10
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to 15 minutes.
Homework:

Instructions to students:

into action.

Put your strergth buildin:J plan

Monitor yourself arxl keep a

record in your journal.

Lavish praise on yourself as you accanplish even parts of your desired
goal!

'Ihink about this goal in terms of your own values and your

preferred lifestyle.
SESSICN IX:

Purpose:

VALUES AND LIFESTYLE OIOICES

'Ib relate decision making and coping skills to :p?rsonal values

arrl lifestyle choices.
Materials needed:

LinErl paper arrl

writing instruments,

construction i:aper,

colori~

arrl

canfortable room, activity sheet: "Life Goals"

(Apperrlix J)
Activities:
1.

La:rge Group Discussion:

Hanework assignment. Instructions to the

facilitators: a) Discuss group member's progress on individual strength
buildirg plans.

b) Allow time for each :p?rson to describe what occurred

during the previous week.

c) Emphasize that all learning req-uires

dedication arrl

practice. Only when we really want the charge for

ourselves will

we make

it

happen.

d)

Praise

arrl

reinforcement,

encourcgement arrl suggestions fran facilitators arrl group merrbers will
help each member solidify their behavioral intent.
utes.

2.

Large Group Activity:

Guided

Time: 10 to 15 min-

Fantasy.

Instructions to

facilitators: a) Prepare roan and group members for guided fantasy.
b) Instruct i;articipants to close their eyes arrl concentrate on their
breathing.

c) lead them back to that special place they created in

their mirrls before.

Ask them to remember all the details, includirg
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sights, sourrls, smells, tastes and touches.

d) Now begin to build

u}';X)n the image tellirg them:
1) If there is no home, build a tane in your mirrl.
2) Put in it all the things,

~ople

arrl activities that you want

to have in your lifetime, all that you love arrl that you dream
about having, doing, being •••
3) Keep focusing on arrl adding details tmtil you have a canplete
picture in your mirrl.
4) Bring in all that you want included, arrl leave out that which
you don't want included.
e) Then gently ask the group to return to the present.

f) Give members

a choice of writing about or drawing a picture of the place they
created.

Ask them to include as many details as they can remember.

Time: 30 to 40 minutes.
4.

Small Group Activity:

facilitators:

Sharing Values arrl Goals.

a) Divide into

t~

groups with one facilitator each.

Have participants share what they have
details.

c)

Instructions to
b)

created, givin:J descriptive

Facilitators will use the exercise to relate how the

choices ma:le reflect both the values irrlividual group merrt>ers told,
arrl the lifestyle preferences they are making.

Fmphasize how the

choices arrl decisions we make about our 1i ves, affect our gettil'lj \\here

we want to be.
5.

Remirrl group ment>ers that the next session is the last one scheduled.

Hanework:

Instructions

to

students:

reinforci03 your 'stre1'l3th behavior'

1•
goal.

Continue
2.

rroni torirg

arrl

Using "Life Cbals"

activity sheet, make lists of your long-tenn goals: a) what you want to
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accomplish in the next 5 years: b) where you expect to be in 10 years:
c) what you \\Ould need to do refore your life is over to be happy with
yourself: and, e) what

~ople

will say about you after you're gone.

Reflect on

oow your use of chemical substances will fit into your

lifestyle.

How can it keep you fran your goals?
SESSIQ.'1 X :

TE™INATI~

THE GROUP

Purpose: To clear up unfinished business: to express appreciation: to
give arrl receive µ:>sitive feedback,
Materials needed:

arrl give closure to the group.

None.

Activities:
1•

Discuss pr03ress on strergth buildirg goals.

Emphasize that the

process of increasing strengths is one which is ongoing and that the
same skills can be applied to other behavior charge goals.

Time: 10 to

15 minutes.
2.

Large Group Activity:

to facilitators:

Life goals tanework assignment.

a) Instruct each group member to rank order all of

the life goals they have listoo.
to reveal to the group.

b) Then have them select the top three

c) Ask: "What does the goal say about your

values, arrl lifestyle preferences?
into your lifestyle?

Large Group Activity:

facilitators:
middle.

b)

How will chemical substance use fit

How could chemical substance use or abuse keep

you fran achievirg your goals?"
3.

Instructions

Time: 55 to 60 minutes.

Expression of appreciation.

Instructions to

a) Have group form a circle with one i:erson in the
Instruct that person to verbally or nonverbally express

their positive feelirgs arrl appreciation for each person in the circle.
'!he co-facilitators will rrodel first.

c) Each group member should be
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encouraged to take a turn in the center of the circle.

Time:

15 to 20

minutes.
4.

Announce the option of having a follow-up session, and determine a

time and date if the option is elected.
5.

Tell everyone to express their own goodbyes for now.

ClIAPrER VI

CDNCLUSIONS AND REOJMMENDATICNS
Adolescent use of chemical substances, especially marijuana arrl
alcohol, continues to remain at alanningly high levels.

Indications are

that substantial nurrbers of youth are usirg marijuana and alcdlol daily,
and probably are attending school classes while intoxicated.
'!he physical, psydlol():Jical, arrl social effects of drug use, arrl
especially of drug abuse, are pervasive and often lead to destructive
behavior.

While acute effects such as accidents, illegal behavior,

memory and time distortion, and disintegration of self-control may be
imnediately apparent, lon;J tenn acute effects are yet to be identified.
It is necessary to conduct longitudinal studies which cover early
crlolescence through mature

adulthood

ascertain the physical, psychological,

in oroer

to

rrore

accurately

and social effects of early

on.set of chemical substance use.
Clearly envirormental arrl personal detenninants intertwine to
create conditions corrlucive to the initiation and maintenance of drug
use.

These detenninants also influence the development of dependence

upon chemical substance use.

Whether an adolescent ever initiates drug

use, arrl the level of maintainance of drug use are highly personalized
decisions.

'lllerefore, while it is possible to make inferences regarding

trose environmental arrl personal variables most salient to adolescent
drug use/abuse, each person is influenced by a unique combination of
internal arrl external forces.

Nevertheless, researdl aimed at testirg
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hypotheses such as that proposed by Kandel {1980), to explore predictors
of sequential levels of a:lolescent drug usage appear to be warranted.
Because the

most effective prevention may

be that

antecedent to an action, drug prevention initiatives
attention on changing the environmental cues,

which

soould

is

focus

stimuli, and rewards

which are entrenched in our political, econanical, aoo social p::>licies
arrl institutions.

Given the influence environmental systems have on the development
of attitudes and behavior, much drug misuse and abuse could be averted
through rocial charge.

Three sp:cific areas which currently hold great

p::>wer over social behavior and which could be used to enhance res{X)nsible
drug use attitudes include:

1) appropriate legal control of drugs; 2)

media and crlvertising p::>rtrayal of appropriate drug use, and; 3) definition of resp::>nsible chenical substance use with attached social sanetions and rituals.
The status of marijuana as an illicit drug has not prevented
exploratory use by a simple majority of 16-17 year old adolescents
{Peterson, 1980).

The illegality of marijuana keeps its use covert,

creating conditions conducive to black market operations, the developrnent of abusive subcultures (Guydish, 1982), am supp::>rts an attitude
of disdain toward social institutions.

Jessor, Jessor, & Finney (1973)

sumnarized the effects of both legal proscription an1 media influences:
'Ihe mass media, in their efforts to exploit the youth
culture, arrl even the agencies of rocial control themselves in their very efforts to prevent marijuana use,
may v.ell contribute to sprecrlirg a cannon definition of
its social meaning to society as a whole. When the larger
society is enphatic that it cpp:>ses marijuana use, it may
well teach at the s~ time that opposition to the larger
society can be expressed by usirg marijuana. (p. 13-14)
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Concrerns about being arrested do not deter adolescents who have a positive attitude towai:d the act of drug use (Cook et al., 1980).
Advertising and media images which rrodel chemical substance use
for the purp::>se of copirg with life situations, enhancirg self-image,
or just curing minor physical symptoms, reinforce drug and alcohol use
as starrlard practices,

arrl desirable

behaviors.

By

de-emphasizirg

maladaptive social dep:ndence on drugs, and removing the glarrour and
machisrro images attached to drug use arrl abuse, media sources could
help reshape values which adolescents place on drug use as a means of
achievifB both p:er aoo self-acceptance (Eisterhold et al.,

1979).

Because drugs, especially alcohol and marijuana, are used by a
la:rge segJTEnt of our American {X:>pulation, a distinction neros to re
drawn between non-destructive and self-destructive patterns of drug
use (Aubrey, 1973) •
adaptive arrl

Certainly,

maladaptive

~

alcohol

now have more clear definitions of
use

patterns

than

available for patterns of marijuana use (Karrlel, 1980).

currently
Ho~ver,

are
even

though marijuana possession and use is illegal, rituals and sanctions
have developed surroundirg its use (Zinberg, Jacobson,
Social forces which are known to

&

Hardirg, 1975).

influence alcohol using behavior

could also apply to marijuana use, arrl when applied in socially res{X:>nsible ways could influence subsequent socialization processes.
By drawirg attention to the social forces which are
instrumental in shaping our drinking behavior, and by
focusirg attention on the resp:>nsible use of alcchol by
high status rrodels, we may be able to significantly alter
the drinkirg rehavior of :yotmg adults arrl other observers who are exposed to such influences. (Lied & Marlatt,
1974, p. 54)
Ho~ver,

.American society has crlopted a restrictive-punitive ap-

proach to chemical substance

ex~rimentation,

in which use of licit drugs
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(i.e. alcohol) by crlults is condoned, while use of illicit drugs by
adults is penalized. Use of both licit arrl illicit drugs by crlolescents
is penalized.

'Ihe resulting confusion caused by this double standard

appears to proouce disdain for social regulation, and reinforces deceitful behavior in a::lolescents.
At a more private level, parents arrl significant other crlults may
provide an envirorureent

which would enhance responsible adolescent

decisions regarding chemical substance use.

Through modeling arrl rein-

forcing attitudes, values and behavior, parents can teach responsible
drug using rehavior (Karrlel,

1980; Lied

&

Marlatt, 1979).

Al trough

specific rules which parents establish against drug usage may not be
effective deterrents, parental attitudes regarding drugs arrl parental
religiosity seem to influence subsequent drug use by their offspring
(Karrlel, 1980).

When parents self-prescribe drugs, children are likely

to do the same (Gorsuch

&

Butler, 1976).

Because values held by parents

influence values developed by their children (Barrlura, 1972), less selfindulgence, hiqher values placed on long-range goals, and higher value
placed on achievement al 1

ap~ar

adolescent drug abuse (Gorsuch

&

to t:e likely to help in preventing
Butler, 1976; Jessor et al., 1973).

Parental use of rocial control over their offspril'B derronstrates
a level of caranitment to their children, and characterizes canrnunication
patternc; within the family tmit (HLmt, 1974; Karrlel, 1980).
laissez-faire arrl

autocratic

parentin:J

styles

are

more

Because

likely

to

encourcge a:lolescent drug use, parents may be well crlvised to use rrore
derrocratic or quasi-demxratic forms of social control in the family
interactions (Ht.mt, 1974).

.Adolescent participation arrl involvement is

characteristic of families with high affinity.

By creating a close,
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warm, understanding arrl participative family environment, with fair arrl
definitive rules, parents model derrocratic principles, and may reduce
their offsprings'

~rcei ved

need for and attraction to chemical sub-

stances arrl their corrollary supµJrt systems (Babst et al., 1978; Brook
et al., 1980; Gorsuch & Butler, 1976; Mercer et al., 1978).
School systems have

an imt:0rtant

role

to play

by providing

initiatives for drug use/abuse prevention arrl intervention programs.
Early classrocrn training aimed at helping dlildren arrl young adolescents
develop belief and attitude
skills, arrl

prooiding

structures,

accurate,

timely

decision-making and coping
information

substances, may prove to be extremely beneficial.

about

chemical

Where long term

chemical substance use/abuse pro;Jrams are initiated, careful assessment
procedures will help insure that the program goals and subgoals are
achieved.

Cross-sectional arrl lorlJitudinal studies of on-going drug

intervention programs will help other school districts assess potential
pr03rams arrl formulate their own plans for school/canmunity coordination
arrl involvement.
Involving other existirg canmunity services, parents, arrl citizens
in drug abuse prevention program plans may prove economical, and supply
a weal th of p:>tential ideas arrl human resources. Certainly, schools
need to provide treatment options to chemically dependent adolescents,
as an al temative to

sus~nsion

fran school.

W:Jrkshops or clinics

offered through the sctxx>ls or other public service agencies could
prOJide parents of crlolescents with information, arrl teach principles of
derrocratic parenting, as well as carmunication skills.
Within the school, those who serve as teachers, administrators,
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support service workers , arrl counselors al 1 influence the atmosphere
which prevails.

A student J;X)pulation which

is

included in school

decision-making functions will have a greater sense of personal investment in the outcanes of those decisions arrl the climate of the school.
By fostering an attitude of

cari~

about the total well being of the

sb.ldent fOpulation; by investirg time, rroney, arrl energy in assistirg
adolescents who are experiencing drug related difficulties; arrl by
maintainin:.3 a philosophy of acceptirg the irrlividual, if not their
actions, school p:?rsonnel will enhance student perception of the school
as a i:ositive, helpi1l:3 environment.
The guidance department also has resµ:msibility for maintainirg a
i;:csitive and open attitude toward drug experimenting youth.

An initial

step would be to acknowledge that a:lolescents are experimentirg with
drugs and establish a group counseling proqrarn such as is prorx>sed in
Chapter V.

Incorp:>ratirg peer counselors into the guidance department

plan would provide additional depth, and may contribute IX>Sitively to
the overall school at:rrosphere as well.

An orgoirg intervention pr03ram

which includes individual, family, and group counseling at all grade
levels, arrl which makes appropriate referrals,

is integral to the

success of the total school drug use/abuse prevention and intervention
pr~ram.

'!'he model for group intervention prOIX>sed in Chapter V also

may be adapted and used to enhance teacher, administrator, and parent
awareness arrl understarrlirg of personal attitudes arrl beliefs regardirg
chemical substance use.
Greater emphasis must be placed on providirg op:EX)rtuni ties for
additional counselor training in drug abuse prevention and intervention.
Adequately trainErl professional counselirg personnel will be an asset
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as a resource for the school and the carmunity it serves.
In conclusion, this autoor cautions other helpirg professionals
not to accept automatically the 'medical rrodel' explanation of chemical

substance abuse, \\hich proposes that substance dependence is a progressive disease that can only be cured by total abstinance fran chemical
substance use.

While it cp:r:ears that drug deperrlence rehabilitation

programs based on this principle (such as Alcoholics Anonynous; AA)
are extremely effective in their rehabilitation efforts, salient rocial
and psycholoq ical elerrents of chemical substance use and abuse are not
adequately explained by the disease model.

A

substantial part of the

success of programs such as AA may well be the emphasis placed on
renewin;J a spiritual life, and havin:J a cd1esive, canpreherrlirg peer
support system with abundant role rrodels to reward and reinforce continued canmi t.ment •
These principles of self-renewal arrl peer group supi:ort systems
should be integrated into other prevention and intervention programs.
However, because not all chemical substance users or abusers necessarily
are bourrl

to become chemically de:r:endent, the suggestion of total

abstinance fran chemical substance consumption must be used with care.
Where chemical de:r:endence clearly is evident, abstinance as part of
the rehabilitation plan

ap~ars to

te the appropriate alternative. The

major task that counselors of drug experimenting youth have, however,
is to help cdolescents make res,FOnsible choices arrl decisions reqardirg
the place chemical substance use will have in their lives.
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APPENDIX A

FEEDBACK
"Feedback" is a way of helpirg another person to consider changirg their
behavior. It is corrmunication to a person (or group) ¥Klich gives them
info:r:mation about row they af feet others. As in a guided missile
system, feedback helps an individual keep their behavior on target arrl,
thus, better achieve their goals.
Sane criteria for useful feedback:
1.

It is descriptive rather than evaluative. By describirg one's own
reaction, it leaves the individual free to use it or to use it as one
sees fit. By avoidirg evaluation larguaqe, it reduces the need for
the individual to react defensively. (Non Judgemental)

2.

It is specific rather than general. To be told that one is "dominating" may not be as useful as to be told that 11 just now ¥tien we
were decidirg the issue you did not listen to what others said and
I felt forced to accept your arguments or be attacked by you. 11

3.

It takes into account the needs of both the receiver and giver of
feedback. Feedback can be destructive when it serves orily our
own needs arrl fails to consider the needs of the person on the
receivirg end.

4.

It is directed towards behavior which the receiver can do sorrething
about. Frustration is oiily increased when a person is reminded of
some srortcanirg \\hich is resistant to charge. (Avoid Antagonism)

5.

It is solicited, rather than imi;osed. Feedback is rrost useful when
the receiver has formulated the k1rrl of qt.estion which those observing can help to anSW'er.

6.

It is well-tirred. In qeneral, feedback is most useful at the earliest opp::>rtun1 ty after the given behavior, depending, of course,
on the person's recrliness to hear it, supp::>rt available fran others,
etc.

7.

It is checked to insure clear communication. One way of doirq this
is to have the receiver try to rephase the feedback he/she has received to see if it corresfX)rrls to what the serrler hcrl in mirrl.
(Paraphrase)

8.

When feedback is given in a training group, both giver and receiver
have the opi;ortunity to check with others in the group the accuracy
of the feedback. Is this one person's impression or an impression
shared by others?
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*DEFINITICN OF SELF-DISCLOSURE
Self-disclosure means expressing your reaction to what is happening right now, arrl bringirg in any relevant information fran your past
experiences which helps someone else understand your reaction.

Usually

self-disclosure means you express your feelings about what is going on
between you and your environment in the present.
used appropriately, helps other
your reactions.

pe~le

Self-disclosure, when

understarrl your feelirgs arrl

Being honest and sincere about your feelings will help

you build stron;Jer, nore trustirg arrl rreanirgful frierrlships.

Being

self-disclosing carries with it the res:I;X)nsibility of listening to
others arrl hearirg their self-disclosures as well.

*Adapterl from Johnson, D.W.
Prentice Hall Inc., 1972.

Reaching Out.

En;Jlevo:x:l

Cliffs,

N.J.:

;
tr.l
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I handle this feeling
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Behavior:

\D
OJ

'!his is how I harrlle
this feeling
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APPENDIX F
BEHAVICR OiMGE
1•

State your goal.

GUIIE

What are you goirg to change in yourself, and in

what situation will this
My

PIANNI~

ch~e

be occurirg?

goal is

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~

2. If your goal is canplex, what are
steps toward achievirg the whole goal?

3.

SOire

smaller subgoals that are

What specific behaviors will be involved in attaining ead1 sutqoal?

4. What barriers to ach ievifl3 your goal ( s) have you identified?
(thoughts, feelings, other people, situations, opp::>rtunities)

5.

What could you charge antecedently to help you achieve your goals?

6. Who could you observe or spend time with and learn from them by
'imitatirg' them?
7. What specifically will you use to reward and reinforce yourself for
achievirg your goal(s)? (self-praise, thirgs or activities you like)

8.

How will you know you have accanplished your goal?
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APPENDIX G
*LIFE POSITICNS
1.

"I'm OK, You're CJ<" - When people look at the world from this point

of view they feel gocrl about themselves arrl about other people.
generally

They

are able to coi;.e with situations positively, and accept

resp:>nsibility for their own behavior.

2.

"I'M OK, You' re not-<l<" - People who operate from this point of

view are pretty distrustful of other i:x=ople.

Usually they believe

that others are to blame for what happens to them.

Che way they cope

with adversity is to shift responsibility fran themselves to others.

3.

"I'm not-OK, You're CI<" - People who feel this way generally are

depressed rrost of the time.

Often they do not think they canpare

favorably with other people or to their own self-expectations.
see themselves as

havi~

little oontrol 01er their situation arrl

They

COTUTOn-

ly cope with adversity by withdrawing.

4.

"I'm not-OK, You're not-OK" - Life is a 'no win' situation fran

this person's point of view.

People who feel this way lose any interest

in livirg because it doesn't seem w::>rth the effort.
they may carani t suicide or kill other people.

In extreme cases,

They blame themselves

am the world for the situation they are in, arrl see no way of gettirg
out of it.

'Ibey feel helpless arrl hopeless most of the time.

*Maptoo fran James, M.
Signet, 1978.

&

Jorgewat:d, D. Ehrn To Win. Olicago, Ill.:
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APPENDIX H
"OK CORRAL"

Materials needed:
two

Large plain paper 1 ike butcherpaper, enough to make

3 ' X 3' or 4 ' X 4' squares.

Procedure:
squares.

On

Wide tip felt rnarki :rg µ=n.

each square make a cross dividing it into four equal

In each corner write one of the 4 life p:>si tions as in::licated

in the example.

4

"I'm OK
You're OK"

"I'm OK,
You're not-OK"

2

3
"I'm not-OK
You're not-OK"

"I'm not-OK
You're Cl<"
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APPENDIX I
INDEX CARD FORMAT

NAME
I see you as a :person who:

And I believe that because:
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APPENDIX J

LIFE GOALS WCRKSHEET

What I want to
I 'Vmere I want to
accanplish in
I be TEN years
the next 5 years. I fran now.
I

'Vmat I want
to do ~fore
I die.

What wil 1 people
say about me
after I'm qone?

